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Abstract21

Particle entrainment intensity is spatially and temporally variable, making it a complex phenomenon to22

measure. This paper is the first of a pair, in which we present an automated image processing procedure23

(PhotoMOB) for monitoring the mobility/stability of gravel river beds. The method is based on local24

comparison of the shape of the grains identified at the same coordinates between successive photos25

to identify coincident and new grains. For each grain fraction, the proportion of grains that remained26

immobile and the proportion of grains newly identified in the study area can be calculated. In this part 127

paper, we present only the GIS-based procedure for identifying and characterising grain shapes in digital28

images of bed patches to derive a reliable surface Grain Size Distribution (GSD), and for subsequent29

analyses of bed mobility. The procedure is compatible with different forms of sampling (Area-by-Number30

i.e., AbN, and Grid-by-Number i.e., GbN) and types of measurements (continuous or real measures of31

the axes and discrete square holes measurements of the axes). The performance of the GIS procedure is32

evaluated by comparing estimated percentiles against manually delineated grains in ten 40x40cm image33

samples, as well as against the real bed grain sizes from the same patches measured with a Pebble-Box34

(continuous axis value) and two samples measured with a template (discrete axis value). Under optimal35

condition, the average root mean squared error (RMSE) of the manual procedure compared to the real36

measurement is 8.2% in AbN and 16.3% in GbN, while PhotoMOB performance is similar with RMSE37

of 9.5% in AbN and 16.6% in GbN. The paper also analyses how the tool performs when compared to38

discrete procedures such as measurement with templates. We found that in AbN, the under-estimation of39

the apparent size due to the imbrication effect is of the same order of magnitude as the under-estimation40

of the grain size measured by template. In GbN form, results emphasize the need of converting grain41

axis as a function of the average grain flatness for compatibility with discrete measurement, as coarse42

grains have more weight in the distribution and are often flatter in shape, hence are more often retained43

in inferior classes than smaller more spherical particles. A sufficiently large and appropriate sample area44

could reduce all the above mentioned RMSE by a third for AbN and by half in GbN.45
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1 Introduction51

Bed-material dynamics (mobility or stability), is a process controlled by different factors, notably, bed52

structure, sediment supply, flow hydraulics, and bed texture, i.e., the shape, size and the position of the53

grains that compose the river bed (e.g., Dietrich et al., 1989; Church et al., 1998; Cassel et al., 2021; Deal54

et al., 2023). Depending on the importance and combination of these factors, and the history of stress55

(e.g., Ockelford, 2011; Mao, 2012, 2018; Ockelford and Haynes, 2013; Ockelford et al., 2019), gravel56

riverbeds can be subject to varying degrees of mobility in time and space. This makes it a complicated57

process to measure and qualify. A common indirect method of tracing grain dynamics consists of painting58

a surface area of the bed and then surveying after a hydrological event. This method avoids alteration of59

the natural packing of the particles without limitation of the size of the traced grain. If entrained painted60

particles can be located downstream, then transport distances can also be measured (e.g., Church and61

Hassan, 1992; Hassan and Ergenzinger, 2003; Mao et al., 2017; Brenna et al., 2019; Vázquez-Tarrío62

and Batalla, 2019; Vericat et al., 2020). However, this technique has several limitations (see Text S.1),63

among which is that a large amount of information from the original patch location is not further analysed64

such as the proportion and size of immobile particles. A solution can be to compare successive images of65

the bed surface taken at the same location (Vericat et al., 2008; Cerney, 2010; Peckarsky et al., 2014).66

Information related to grain dynamics can be extracted by a spatial grain-by-grain inter-analysis of the67

particles present in the two photographs. In this case, a semi- or fully-automated image processing68

procedure is extremely useful. This enables photographing and subsequent analysis of many different69

areas of the bed, such that the spatial and temporal variability of bed particle entrainment and transport70

can be examined. As far as we know this has not been yet fully developed. Until now, several automated71

procedures have been developed only for detecting particles in images and measuring them to extract72

the Grain Size Distribution (GSD) of the photographed surface (e.g., Ibbeken and Schleyer, 1986; Butler73

et al., 2001; Sime and Ferguson, 2003; Graham et al., 2005a, 2005b; Chang and Chung, 2012; Detert74

and Weitbrecht, 2013; Purinton and Bookhagen, 2019).75

We present in this pair of papers, a GIS-based photographic processing procedure PhotoMOB for first char-76

acterizing the grain-size of the surface bed-materials (this paper i.e., Part 1) and quantify the changes77

in bed surface sediments (texture) for individual targeted patches and individual and/or sequential hy-78

drological events. We do not aim to merely promote a new automatic image processing procedure for79

extracting the GSD of gravel bed river surfaces, but to go one step further. We developed a second80

part to determine the proportion of the bed disturbed and grain mobility by fractions (Part 2; Ville et81

al. 2023). Instead of estimating the transport distance of recovered tagged particles, this method fo-82

cuses on a given square of a bed with the objective of quantifying for each grain fraction, the proportion83

of grains (number or area) that has remained stationary and the proportion that is occupied by particles84

that were not originally detected in this area. In addition, new particles deposited on the study surface85

will be included in the analysis of the next hydrological event without having made additional effort in86

the field other than the acquisition of a new photo.87

This initial paper presents the workflow under GIS environment to perform grain shape identification and88

characterisation. The tool is capable of deriving continuous reliable surface grain size distributions (GSD)89

in Area-by-Number (AbN) (i.e., a number of grains on a given area) as well as in a Grid-by-Number form90

(i.e., sampling of a predetermined number of grains according to a grid of sampling points), and also a91

discrete size measurement that can be compared to pebble count data (Wolman, 1954). We present the92

results of an evaluation of the performances with a photo-set showing different characteristics of surface93

heterogeneity (i.e., grain size, lithology, painted or unpainted grains, direct sunlight or shaded, wet or94

dry particles). The performances of PhotoMOB are discussed and compared with the ones obtained with95

other available tools. Finally, we address the limits of the method as well as the compatibility of the96

obtained results with other non-photographic methods. In the course of this article, all the references97

to “Text S”, and “Figure S” followed by a number indicate the location of the element in question in the98

supplementary information.99
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2 The PhotoMOB workflow100

Figure 1 represents the entire workflow of the PhotoMOB GIS toolbox. The objective of the procedure101

is to identify and characterise the grains observed in a photo and, ultimately, to simply compare two102

photos, of the exact same bed area, acquired before and after a hydrological period in order to estimate103

fractional grain dynamics. The first stage Figure 1 B consists of scaling the photos and then detecting and104

characterising each particle in the images (i.e., size, shape and orientation characteristics). This allows105

extraction, Figure 1 C, of the grain size distribution, the cumulative distribution as well as percentiles,106

distribution of grains’ orientation, proportion of the area occupied by fine material (the finest limit is107

defined by the operator). Only a brief presentation of the procedure will be given here. The reader is108

invited to read the supplementary material Text S.2 for a detailed view of the developed procedure. The109

second part, Figure 1 D, represented by the shaded area and fully developed in the companion paper110

(Part 2, Ville et al. (2023b)), consists in comparing the two photos, called here, pre (T0) and post-event111

(T1) photos. The shape (area, a-axis and b-axis) of each grain positioned between the two photos at the112

same coordinates are compared in order to classify them as possibly identical (i.e., immobile particle) or113

not (i.e., particle is different between images and therefore indicates new particle). This grain-by-grain114

analysis allows an estimate of the proportion of the bed was disturbed and the fractional mobility within115

the patch Figure 1 E.116

2.1 Image collection117

Once a sufficiently large target area has been selected, a frame (see Text S.2.1) with known exact118

internal dimensions is placed on the riverbed to delineate the area. The distance between each internal119

corner will be used to locally scale the images. The photo is recommended to be taken facing against the120

flow direction, with nadir view (perpendicular to the riverbed), and with the area protected from direct121

sunlight to avoid brightness changes within the photo. In general, the more homogeneous the area is122

in terms of light and colour, the easier is to detect the particles automatically. Finally, the positions of123

the four corners of the frame can be marked and/or surveyed by a topographic method to enable finding124

again the location for a subsequent photo collection. Once the area is re-visited, the frame is placed125

back on the bed, and the second photo is taken following the same protocol. This last field phase can be126

repeated for the same area successively according to successive flow events (as show in Figure 1 A).127

2.2 Bed particle detection and characterisation128

Once the pre- and post-event photos have been acquired, the objective of the first part of the GIS129

procedure is the transformation of the images (i.e., raster data type) into vector data layers (polygon130

type), reproducing the contour of each particle present on the photos. In this manuscript, we use the131

words segmentation, digitalization, delimitation and delineation as synonyms. This process is based on132

the assumption that the boundaries between particles correspond to the darkest pixels in the image,133

Figure 1 B1. Grain detection and characterization is done in five steps represented also in Figure 1134

B : image pre-processing (B.1), and the image processing steps of image classification (B.2), image135

binarization (B.3), boundary adjustment (B.4), and grain characterization (B.5).136

2.2.1 Image pre-processing137

In order to facilitate good detection of the particles, the photos are first filtered externally to GIS in GIMP138

(Team, 2019), a free image manipulation software, to smooth the intra-grain noise while preserving139

edges. Afterwards, the filtered images are loaded into GIS. The four internal corners of the frame are140

marked manually and used as local reference points to scale the photo and correct the perspective of141

the image by applying a projective transformation. Finally, the second (or post-event) photo has to142

be aligned manually with the first one with a further projective transformation. All of these steps are143

developed in much greater detail in Text S.2.2.1 .144

4
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Figure 1: Illustration of the entire workflow required to sample and characterise the bed surface (developed in this paper) and sediment dynamics
(shaded blocks representing what will be further analysed in Part 2, see companion paper Ville et al., 2023). (A) Photo acquisition. (B) Extraction
of grain and patch characteristics. (C) Possible output after patch surface characterisation. (D) Characterisation of grain dynamics and (E)
possible output from characterisation. The yellow boxes represent the developed models (i) of dark threshold prediction (see text) and (ii) of
particle classification. Note the effect of the convex hull transformation on the green particle in the center of the two images in the Vectorisation
and Characterisation columns. In the Characterisation column, the second image shows the sketch explaining how particle characteristics are
derived.
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2.2.2 Image processing145

In this section we only briefly present the steps, all the thresholds and precise parameters are available146

in Text S.2.2.2. The scaled filtered images are transformed into a grey scale image (intensity level).147

Then these grey scale images have to be transformed into binary images, where the foreground would148

correspond to the particles (high intensity, white) and the background to the boundary of the particles149

and gaps (low intensity, black). To generate this binarization, a threshold of dark intensity must be150

selected to perform the partition. The selection of the threshold value to partition the image is based151

on the method of moments thus relies on use of the histogram of the frequency distribution of the grey152

levels of the pixels Figure 1 B3. The whole process can be supervised by the operator or be performed153

automatically through a threshold prediction model developed in this study. A fully detailed description154

of the prediction model is available in Text S.2.2.3. The prediction is based on a visual approximation155

of the areal proportion of material finer than pebbles (<16 mm) covering the study area correlated with156

the optimal grey level binarization threshold.157

This model was trained on 67 photos representing three different light and colour conditions (C1: painted,158

C2: not painted, C3: not painted and with light variation) with a total of 34246 grains manually digitalized159

to extract the % area finer than 16 mm. In parallel, each of the same images was processed in the tool.160

For each of them, 22 threshold grey levels were tested, not taken as an absolute value but relative161

to the mean of the pixel distribution, and a single operator selected the one that provided the best162

segmentation. Figure 2 C shows the prediction models of the binarization threshold established with163

these pairs of information. A validation set of 11 patches photographed in the three conditions with164

proportions of area below 16 mm ranging from 15% to 71% was collected. The mean absolute error of165

prediction (average distance between the model line and the validation point for each photo condition on166

Figure 2 C was 1 grey level for photo conditions C1 and C2, but 2 grey levels for C3.167

Then, the white pixel areas are converted from raster to polygons, vector features, yielding the outline of168

each particle Figure 1 B4. A succession of boundary adjustments and a convex envelope are applied. An169

example can be seen between the images in Figure 1 B4 Vectorisation and Figure 1 B5, which present the170

raw delimitation and the convex envelope (note the highlighted particle in the center). Once this convex171

hull is generated, it is possible to extract six characteristics of the patch. The (i) area and (ii) perimeter172

of each detected particle are directly acquired from the convex hull. For (iii) the longest axis (a-axis)173

and (iv) the intermediate axis (b-axis), on each particle, a minimum bounding rectangle box delimiting174

its smallest width is generated. The length of this rectangle corresponds to an estimate of the particle’s175

a-axis, while its width corresponds to the particle’s b-axis. Furthermore, the angle of the longest axis176

with north gives us information about (v) the orientation of the particle (see Figure 1 B5). Finally, (vi)177

an estimate of the area covered by fine material is obtained by subtracting from the total study area the178

summed area of particles with b-axis larger than a fine limit specified by the operator (by default 8mm).179
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Figure 2: Training data sets used to build the dark threshold prediction model for the 3 photo conditions (n=68). (A) Percentage area covered
by particles finer than pebbles derived from manual digitisation. (B) Relative value of binarisation threshold tested (22) and visual selection of
the best threshold leading to an optimal delineation to build the (C) threshold prediction model for the 3 photo conditions. (D) Example of grain
delineation generated by the best selected threshold for the 3 photo conditions and from different river beds.
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3 Method of performances and compatibility assessment180

Two questions guide the performance analysis:181

(1) How good is the automatic detection of objects (grain) in the image? For this, we will compare the182

GSDs from the automated segmentation results, with GSDs from manual digitalization (what we consider183

the gold standard, the best we can expect for grain identification).184

(2) How well do the manual and automated procedures reproduce the grains present on the surface of the185

bed? That is, the combined error of the segmentation procedure developed here and the errors inherent186

in the photographic method. To do this, we will compare the GSDs of grains identified (automatically or187

manually) on the images with those within the target areas extracted using the paint-and-pick protocol188

to collect all surface grains (e.g., Graham et al., 2005b) and then measured in the laboratory.189

The photographic method allows sampling in the form of a number of particles (analysis method) per190

area (sampling method) and extracting quantitative real values (i.e., continuous type variables) per each191

grain. In order to analyse the performance of the tool, a control data set is needed, of the same form192

as the data to be compared (i.e., Area-by-Number (AbN)). This data set will avoid errors that would be193

linked to the method of data acquisition. Both manual digitalization and real data from paint-and-pick194

corresponds to AbN form (Bunte and Abt, 2001) and were preferred to grid sampling of digitalized grain195

on the images or the common pebble count method (Wolman, 1954) corresponding to a Grid-by-Number196

form (GbN).197

Additionally, to the above-mentioned questions, the analysis of the compatibility of data from the photo-198

graphic method with other forms and methods is guided by two other questions:199

(3) How well the photographic method produces correct data in GbN form? We will transform the tested200

data from the images (manual and automatic) as well as the control data (paint-and-pick) from the AbN201

form to the GbN to evaluate the deviation between the test and control data in the latter form.202

(4) How well the photographic method provides data compatible with data obtained by other non-203

photographic methods? Generally, of the GbN form and with discrete square holes measurements of204

the axes. The compatibility is analysed by comparing the GSD resulting from the automatic and manual205

image procedures extracted as GbN form with control data (paint-and-pick sampling) measured by a206

square holes template (binned b-axis sizes).207

3.1 Control dataset208

3.1.1 Control data set acquisition209

A control dataset was used to evaluate the performance and reproducibility of the image processing pro-210

cedure to produce corrected grain identification and associated GSD and as well as providing compatible211

data compare with other methods. The control dataset was obtained in two rivers of the South Central212

Pyrenees (Cinca and Ésera) to introduce lithological, shape, and imbrication variability. Moreover, at213

each site, the choice of patches to be photographed was guided to also introduce variations in general214

GSD (coarse, fine, intermediate) and possible factors leading to error of particle detection by creating215

complexity on images: e.g., partially wet surface, heterogeneous lithology.216
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A Panasonic DMC-TZ60EG© digital camera with a maximum image resolution of 4896 × 3672 (18 MP)217

was used to take the pictures perpendicular to the surface of the bed at a height of about 1.70 m from218

the ground, which gives an average image resolution of 0.4 mm after scaling. The detection limit of the219

particles was therefore on average 5.2 mm b-axis (ca. 13x13 pixels). Ten sediment patches of 0.16220

m² square (40 cm × 40 cm) were photographed. According to Diplas and Fripp (1992) and Graham221

et al. (2005a) , to be able to represent an accurate GSD with a 0.16 m² area, the size of the larger222

b-axis particle should be about 40 mm. However, it is worth to remark that the aim here was not to fully223

represent the bed surface but to understand how well the photographic method reproduces it.224

On each targeted area, a metal frame was placed and oriented in an upstream-downstream direction to225

(i) ensure a constant sampling area, (ii) orient the photo with respect to the flow direction, (iii) serve as226

a stencil for painting the area and (iv) allow scaling via the 4 inner corners of the frame. A first photo227

was acquired, corresponding to condition C3, and a second photo was acquired while shielding the area228

from direct sunlight with a beach umbrella, corresponding to photographic condition C2. Finally, the area229

inside the frame was painted and then photographed again while protected from direct sunlight. The latter230

corresponds to condition C1, expected to be optimal for PhotoMOB procedure. All these photographs are231

shown in Figure S2.232

After taking the last picture, the metal frame was removed and all painted or semi-painted particles233

that were in contact with the edge were carefully collected and stored in a container. Then, all painted234

particles completely inside the area that were not in contact with the edges were collected and stored in235

a second container. Both containers were returned to the laboratory.236

For each of the ten samples, the position orientation on the bed of each grain was estimated and classified237

into three categories based on the projection of the paint on their surface (Figure 3). Position 1 (P1)238

particles rest in a stable position with the longest and intermediate axes exposed on the surface and239

fully painted. These particles should be correctly characterized by our procedure. This position can be240

compared to the work of Ibbeken and Schleyer (1986) , Figure S2. Position 2 (P2) particles have the241

same orientation as P1 but are partially covered by one or more other particles. The painted surface242

shows the negative of other particles. In these conditions, the b-axis may be under-estimated and the243

aspect ratio distorted. However, if the hidden portion is less than half of the particle, the under-estimation244

will be minimal. Finally, Position 3 (P3) particles are orientated such that the surface exposure and thus245

paint is not projected onto the side showing the a- and b-axes. The size of the axes may be then under-246

estimated. Additionally, particles with only a small and light trace of paint were assumed to come from247

the sub-surface and were discarded.248

9
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Figure 3: (A) Illustration of the position and orientation of the particles on the bed according to the projection of the paint on their surface. (B)
Illustration Pebble-Box manual device (Ibbeken and Denzer, 1988) used to measure particle size axis. (C) Validation dataset used to test the
particle detection image-processing procedure. Cumulative b-axis grain size distribution curves for the 10 patches and their main characteristics.
Data are for AbN (paint-and-pick samples) truncated at 8 mm and converted to GbN using the method of Kellerhals and Bray (1971)
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The actual three orthogonal axes of each particle were then measured manually using a Pebble-Box249

(Ibbeken and Denzer, 1988; Bunte and Abt, 2001) (b-axis > 8 mm) or with a caliper (b-axis < 8 mm). The250

use of the Pebble-Box Figure 3 B allows for fast and consistent measurement of the orthogonal axes as all251

three axes can be measured by manipulating the particle once without re-manipulating it. The accuracy252

of the measurement is in the range of ½ to 1 mm. About 6800 particles were manually measured and253

classified. In addition to being able to establish the size distribution of the b-axis, the measurement of254

the three axes allows the shape of each particle to be determined via the Zingg classification (Zingg,255

1935). These samples are considered the real control grains (mentioned as paint-and-pick reference).256

Finally, for two samples, representing a total of 1000 grains, each particle, before being measured in257

the Pebble-Box, was passed through a template with several sieve-sized square-holes D with 0.5 psi258

-increment (psi = log2(b)) to obtained binned b-axis sizes.259

3.1.2 Control data set characteristics260

The characteristics of each sample are presented in Table 1, while the GSDs are presented in Figure 3 C261

and the particle shape and position are available in Figure S3. Cumulative particle size distributions are262

presented as Area-by-Number directly from the paint-and-pick sampling and also as a Grid-by-Number263

via the Kellerhals and Bray (1971) conversion method by multiplying the frequency of all particles-size264

Di by an exponent of 2 (Di2).265

The sediments of the Cinca consisted mainly of coarse-grained white granite (increasing the complexity266

of the photographed surface to be segmented) and pale limestone. The Ésera sediments were dominated267

by dark sandstone with varying degrees of metamorphism. The particle shapes of the two coarse samples268

S2 and S10 from this river were significantly different from the other seven with predominantly discoidal269

shapes (41 and 49% respectively)270

The sampled patches were divided into four groups based primarily on grain size and lithology. Samples 1271

through 3 were grouped as having a coarse particle size distribution (D50 in GbN form ranging between 44272

mm to 57 mm). Samples 4 through 6, all coming from the Cinca, were grouped as having heterogeneous273

surfaces. Samples 4 and 5 were heterogeneous in terms of lithology, while sample 6 showed a low grain274

sorting coefficient (Folk and Ward, 1957) of 1.3 (poorly sorted). Samples 7 through 9 were representative275

of fine patches composed of between 38 and 71% material finer than pebbles (16 mm) and with D50 in276

GbN form between 14 to 22 mm. Finally, the last sample S10, was collected because it had a partially277

wet surface that may generate issues for grain delineation. As 49% of the sample was disc-shaped (flat278

and circular) and dominated at 38% by particles in position P2, it will be difficult to characterise correctly279

by photographic methods.280

It should be noted that all samples showed a similar evolution of the median shape with increasing size281

(b-axis). The coarser the particles, the flatter they tended to be. A more complete description of these282

trends and of the characteristics of the control samples in general is available in the supplementary Text283

S.3.1.2 and Figure S3 .284

11
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Table 1: Sample characteristics.

aAreal fraction finer than pebbles (16mm) obtained my manual digitalisation (see Figure 2), b Grain size distribution in Area-by-Number form285

(AbN) (paint-and-pick samples) truncated at 8 mm and converted to Grid-by-Number (GbN) using the method of Kellerhals and Bray (1971).286
cSorting from Folk and Ward (1957) on GbN distribution.287
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3.2 PhotoMOB assessment288

3.2.1 Assembling of the dataset289

Photos of the 10 patches were scaled and digitized by hand. Manual digitization was only carried out on290

the photos in C1 condition. This data set is considered the best delineation that can be expected from291

the image i.e., the gold standard. Sometimes some grains were partially covered by others to a small292

extent, so their presumed shape was drawn.293

In order to evaluate the performance of our image processing procedures (supervised or automated)294

on different photographic conditions, the 30 photos (10 samples × 3 photographic conditions) were (i)295

processed in a supervised way (selection of the best binarization threshold by the same operator) and296

(ii) processed automatically. The automatic form of this procedure requires an estimation of the areal297

proportion of material finer than pebbles in the image as mentioned in Section 2.2.2 and Text S.2.2.3.298

By manual digitization, the proportion of the sampling area composed of particles finer than 16 mm is299

known. But to account for the fact that the user would need to estimate this proportion, we made a300

survey form asking to a total of 335 random participants the surface proportion of fine material (<16301

mm) on 20 photos from the dataset corresponding to conditions C1 and C2 (the survey is available here).302

The mean accuracy error (MAE) of the 335 participants is 15% in C1 and 13.5% in C2 with a similar303

standard deviation for both conditions (14%). We processed the photos automatically by assuming for304

the proportion of material finer than pebbles (<16 mm) the median of the respondents’ estimates for C1305

and C2. We used the responses from C2 to process the photos in condition C3. The particles identified306

at the edge were removed from the analysis due to the metallic frame visible in the photographs. Only307

grains entirely within the frame were retained for the purpose of this performance analysis to allow a308

comparison with the paint-and-pick on the same exact grain population.309

Figure 4 presents an overview of the digitization results obtained in a supervised manner (i.e., using the310

segmentation tool but with the binarization threshold selected by the operator) in the three photographic311

conditions (columns) for a sample from each group (rows). Some particles are left out of the count312

(labelled Ue) because they are under-segmented (i.e., joined to other particles) and bounded by a polygon313

touching the edges. In other cases, over-segmentations can be generated because of image complexity314

(intra grain colour variation). The more the photographic condition deteriorates (from C1 to C3), the315

more anomalies appear. This image is discussed more in Text S.3.2.1.316

To allow for comparison, the 30 photos were also additionally processed through two other available317

tools to derive GSDs from imagery, BasegrainTM a free and stand-alone tool developed by Detert and318

Weitbrecht (2013) , and Sedimetrics Digital GravelometerTMsoftware (Graham et al., 2005a, 2005b).319

Both tools were applied using the default parameters.320

The data were homogenized via truncation at 8 mm when assessing the performance of the procedures,321

as for each photo and each procedure the lower limit of particle detection may vary slightly. In addition,322

truncation eliminates from the control data set very small particles that may originate from the subsurface323

rather than the surface. Additionally, particles smaller than 8 mmwere not measured with the Pebble-Box324

but with a calliper, which makes these measurements less reliable.325
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Figure 4: Particle detection results by supervised image-processing procedure. The 4 main patch char-
acteristics (from top to bottom: coarse, fine, heterogeneous, partially wet) are represented for each
of the 3 photographic conditions. The image patches represent approximatively 40cm×40cm and show
detected particles >8mm. The ‘U‘ label denotes examples of under-segmentation issues, the ‘O‘ label de-
notes examples of over-segmentation issues and the label “Ue” denotes examples of under-segmentation
leading to non-real large particles along the edge that were thus subsequently not taken into account.
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3.2.2 GSD computation and percentiles extraction326

3.2.2.1 Continuous measurement or real measure of grain For each of the 30 images (10 sam-327

ples * 3 photo conditions), a real GSD (paint-and-pick grains collection followed by Pebble-Box axis mea-328

surements), a manual digitized distribution (gold standard), and four estimated distributions by each of329

the automated image processing procedures (PhotoMOB either supervised or automated, Basegrain and330

Sedimetrics) of continuous measurement are available in AbN and GbN form. It should be noted that the331

cumulative distribution and percentile estimates are calculated from continuous b-axis data and not, as332

is usually the case, from discrete size class data (i.e., binned b-axis sizes). The method of percentiles333

extraction in the form of Area-by-Number (number of grains of identical b-axis size) and Grid-by-Number334

(summed grain area of identical b-axis size), following the principles explained by Bunte and Abt (2001)335

and Graham et al. (2012), is fully described in section Text S.3.2.2.1. Also, this supplementary section336

describes examples of limitations for the GbN GSD. More analyses are also developed in Section 4.2.1337

and Section 4.2.2 of this paper.338

3.2.2.2 Discrete measurements or binned b-axis sizes For the 2 samples, sampled in AbN form339

(paint-and-pick protocol), but with particles also measured by the template (discrete square holes mea-340

surement of the axes), the extraction of percentiles for the GSDs was carried out using the common341

method indicated by Bunte and Abt (2001) . The conversion to the GbN form was carried out according342

to the Kellerhals and Bray (1971) conversion method by multiplying the frequency of all particles-size Di343

by an exponent of 2 (Di2).344

3.2.3 Performance and compatibility assessment345

From the 360 continuous grain size distributions [6 procedures (real, manual, 4 automated) × 10 samples346

× 3 photo conditions × 2 GSD forms] and 72 discrete grain size distribution ( 6 procedures × 2 samples347

× 3 photo conditions × 2 GSD forms) , we extracted 2 variables, (i) Nbi, the number of grains per348

grain fraction, with i being the lower limit in mm from each 0.5 psi unit interval grain size class [where349

psi=log2(b), where b is the size of the b-axis in mm] and (ii) Di, corresponding to15 percentiles of grain350

diameters in millimetres, (i indicates percentile number, D5,10 ,16 ,20 ,25 ,30 ,40 ,50 ,60 ,70 , 75 ,80 ,84 ,95). We will351

only present the results that we consider to be of interest to the community.352

The residuals and the relative residuals between the estimated i-values and the control i-values for each353

combination between the photographic condition (C1, C2, C3), the GSD form (AbN or GbN), and the type354

of measurement (continuous or discrete) were computed. The relative residuals express the error of the355

estimated variable i as a percentage of the control variable i (manual or real).356
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Following Sime and Ferguson (2003) and Buscombe (2013) , using the residuals, four metrics were357

applied to quantify the estimation error and relative estimation error for each individual Nbi and Di,. The358

bias (B), indicating whether the evaluations were on average over- or under-estimated, is defined as:359

𝐵 𝑉 𝑎𝑟 𝑖 = 1
𝑛 ∑(𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑖) (1)

360

361

where 𝑛 represents the number of patches (10). The mean absolute error (MAE), corresponding to the362

reducible error or the error of accuracy, indicating how far from the correct value are the estimates, is363

given as:364

𝑀𝐴𝐸 𝑉 𝑎𝑟 𝑖 = 1
𝑛 ∑(|𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑖|)) (2)

365

366

The root means square error, representing the combination of the systematic error (bias) and the random367

error (irreducible random error) is calculated as:368

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 𝑉 𝑎𝑟 𝑖 = 1
𝑛 ∑ √(𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑖)2) (3)

369

370

And the precision error denoting the dispersion around the bias, also called irreducible random error, is:371

𝑒 𝑉 𝑎𝑟 𝑖 = √𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸2
𝑖 − 𝐵2

𝑖 (4)

372

373

Finally, the general error of the procedures with respect to the control data (manual digitization or374

paint-and-pick) was quantified by calculating for the four above mentioned metrics, its average over all375

percentiles:376

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑠 = 1
𝑛 ∗ ∑(𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑠𝐷5

+ 𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑠𝐷10
+ ... + 𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑠𝐷95

) (5)

377

378

where 𝑛 represents the number of studied percentiles (15).379

380

381

382
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4 Results and discussion383

4.1 Performances384

4.1.1 Grain’s detection - Comparison to manual grain distribution or Gold standard385

Figure 5 presents the bias, accuracy and precision for each photo condition (rows) to reproduce the386

manual delineation. The performances of each procedure, obtained from Equation 5, are shown in Table387

2. Figure 5 A displays the mean bias of grain number detection per grain size class for our supervised and388

automated procedures as well as for Basegrain and Sedimetrics procedures. The vertical shaded areas389

mark the 10% error limits. The curves in Figure 5 B represent the relative bias (%) along the percentiles390

estimates (an average curve passing between the residuals in Figure 5 C for each procedure. Figure 5 C391

shows the dispersion of the 10 relative residuals for the 15 percentiles estimates. The shape and colour392

of the dots represent the 4 groups of samples. Finally, part D of Figure 5 illustrates, for the 4 procedures393

compared to manual delineation, the average accuracy and precision error obtained for each individual394

percentile (coloured dots) as well as the overall performance of each procedure (black square, values395

reported in Table 2). On the ordinate is the relative MAE (%) for each percentile, i.e., the mean absolute396

deviation of the residuals from the grey line of equality in parts B and C, while on the abscissa is the397

irreducible error (e) (precision error), which indicates the dispersion of the residuals among themselves398

for each percentile.399

4.1.1.1 Condition 1 – Painted and Sunlight protected The supervised and automated PhotoMOB400

procedures present similar trends concerning bias of the detected number of grains Figure 5 A, orange401

and green bars) and percentiles estimates compared to manual delineation. The number of particles402

between 8 and 16 mm is constantly under-estimated by -15% to -25% (negative bias). Grains may403

have shifted to lower class or discarded (detected below 8 mm) due to the contour enhancement in the404

pre-processing step (see Text S.2.2.1). Then from 32 mm the trends are less constant (shaded horizontal405

rectangles areas in Figure 5 A) but generally there is an over-detection of grain number (positive bias).406

Due to the low number of particles present in these fractions (see Table 1), a few erroneous particle407

detections will quickly lead to high percentage of error compared to the reference number. Figure 5 B408

first row, supervised and automated PhotoMOB (orange and green curves) shows low or no bias and409

then a progressive positive bias from D60 to D95 reaching +9.7% (i.e., bias of +3 mm at D95). In C1 only410

the end of the distribution is deviated from gold standard due to under-segmentation (union of grains)411

errors creating large polygons (see Figure 4). However, all percentiles are estimated with an accuracy412

error and a precision error lower than 10% (all points are located in the shaded area on Figure 5 D (first413

row, first and second columns).414

The Basegrain procedure is the least biased in C1 (Figure 5 B, first row, brown line) but with a higher415

residual dispersion than for the two PhotoMOB procedures Figure 5 C, first row, 3rd column). For Sedi-416

metrics, grain detection is more under-estimated for fine grain classes (grey segment on Figure 5 A,417

first row) resulting in a positively biased percentile estimation due to the lack of small grains. (Figure 5418

B, first row, grey line). The residuals are much more scattered with a general irreducible error of 9%419

(Figure 5, part C and D last column).420
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Figure 5: Performance assessment of image processing procedures compared to manual digitization (gold standard expected from photographic
method). (A) Relative bias of grain detection number per grain size classes under the three photo conditions for the supervised and automated
PhotoMOB procedure as well as for Basegrain free stand-alone tool from Detert and Weitbrecht (2013) and Sedimetrics Digital GravelometerTM

from Graham (2005a, 2005b) . (B) Relative bias of percentiles estimation for each procedure. Bias is calculated over residuals of the 10 samples.
(C) Distribution of the 150 relative residuals of percentiles estimation (15 percentiles * 10 samples) for the 4 automated procedures. The
residuals are coloured according to the 4 main patch characteristics (coarse, fine, heterogeneous, partially wet). Samples taken as example in
Figure 4 are represented here by symbols with black outline. (D) Average relative performance for the individual estimation of each percentile
(coloured point) as well as the average general performance of the procedures (black square). The shaded vertical areas in A, B, C and D mark
the 10% error limits.
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4.1.1.2 Condition 2 – Not Painted but Sunlight protected The supervised and automated Pho-421

toMOB procedures present, again, similar trends between them in C2 condition (second row). Grain422

detection is under-estimated in classes between 8 and 22.6 mm. As a reminder, for our 10 samples,423

between 60 and 95% of particles belong to these classes (see Figure 3). For particles larger than 22.6424

mm the bias is generally low (<10%, i.e., inside shaded vertical area). Percentiles estimates are more425

scattered and positively biased as the percentiles increase than in C1 (Figure 5 C second row, first and426

second columns and Figure 5 B orange and green curves), reaching a maximum positive relative bias of427

14% (i.e., +2.8 mm error on the D75 estimate). Then the percentile estimate bias is constant until the428

end of the distribution. This behaviour is due to more frequent grain union over a wider range of grain429

sizes, as can be seen in Figure 4. Each percentile of sample S10 is over-estimated (Figure 5 C second430

row, first and second column, triangle points). This is because of under-segmentation (unified grains),431

especially in the wet area (see Figure 4, last row), resulting in a coarser GSD.432

However, PhotoMOB gives similar GSD to a manual digitalization, with average accuracy and precision433

procedure performance errors between 6.8 et 7.5% (see black squares in Figure 5 D second row ,1st434

and 2nd columns and Table 2. Only the percentiles of the D75 to D90 are estimated with mean errors435

greater than 10% (between 10 and 14.5%).436

In contrast, for Basegrain and Sedimetrics, the percentiles of the sample S10 are under-estimated (Fig-437

ure 5 C second row, 3rd and 4th columns, triangle points), the general percentiles bias is negative438

(Figure 5 B second row, brown and grey curves) and show larger disparity between the sample’s resid-439

uals, also represented in Figure 5 D (second row, 3rd and 4th columns) by higher precision error or e.440

The general average precision error of these procedures is greater than 10% (black squares are outside441

of the shaded area).442

4.1.1.3 Condition 3 – Not Painted and Not Sunlight protected In C3 (3rd row in Figure 5 A)443

the two PhotoMOB procedures differ in that the biases in the grain size estimates and the dispersion444

of the residual percentiles are greater for the automated procedure than for the supervised procedure.445

For both, procedure difference in performance between groups of samples is remarkable. Percentile446

precision error reaches more than 20% for high percentiles (Figure 5 D last row, 1st and 2nd columns).447

Sample S4 with heterogeneous lithology (blue diamonds with dark boundary) and some of the coarse448

samples (orange circles; S1) have under-estimated sizes (due to over segmentation) while for the other449

groups our procedures over-estimate the percentiles because of the creation of large coarse non-real or450

fictitious particles.451

Basegrain and Sedimetrics show deviation from the gold standard (manual delineation) in a similar way452

to C2 (Figure 5 C second and last rows, 3rd and 4th columns). Their percentiles estimated average MAE453

are almost equal in C2 and C3 (Table 2 around 11 and 9%).454

Overall, for C1 and C2 our procedures reproduce the manual GSD (gold standard) with a good precision455

and accuracy (Figure 5 D 1st and 2nd row and column) but with a tendency to over-estimate the per-456

centiles with an average bias procedure performance of up to +6.3% Table 2. All procedures show that457

the error compared to manual delineation is percentile dependent, with low error for the small percentiles458

(blue dots in Figure 5 D and progressively larger errors for larger percentiles (red dots in Figure 5 D).459
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4.1.2 Photographic method performance - Comparison to real bed distribution or460

Paint-and-pick461

The photographic method, even manual procedure, provides an estimate of GSD from a surface, where462

the detected particle size is limited by its visible surface. Conversely, for the paint-and-pick sampling,463

the particles are taken out of the bed to be measured. It has already been shown by previous authors464

that the photographic method may tend to under-estimate the real particle size distribution (Butler et465

al., 2001; Graham et al., 2005b; Sime and Ferguson, 2003).466

Figure 6 presents the performances taking the paint-and-pick (i.e., real data) as the reference. Part467

A1 presents the dispersion of the 10 relative residuals for the 15 percentiles estimates from the gold468

standard (manual). The shape and colour of the dots represent the 4 groups of samples. The curves469

in Figure 6 A2 represent the relative bias (%) along the percentiles (the mean curves passing between470

the residuals) for the five image processing procedures in photo condition C1. The dispersion of the471

residuals of percentiles estimate for the four automatic procedures as well as the bias evolution under472

the 3 conditions are available as supplementary material Figure S5. Part A3 and B of Figure 6 illustrate,473

for the manual and for the four automated procedures, the average performance (accuracy and precision)474

obtained for each percentile (coloured dots) as well as the overall performances of the procedures (black475

square). On the ordinate is given the relative MAE (%) for each percentile, thus the absolute deviation476

of the residuals from the grey equality line in parts A1 and A2, while on the abscissa is represented the477

irreducible error (e, i.e., precision), denoting the dispersion of the residuals among themselves for each478

percentile. Finally, parts C and D present the mean bias of grain number detection per grain size class479

under each photo condition (rows) for automated and manual procedures respectively.480

4.1.2.1 Manual delineation Figure 6 D (black segment, first row) shows that the number of grains481

identified in C1 by manual digitization is lower in all classes than that collected in the paint-and-pick482

samples. Classes from 8 to 22.6 mm are under-predicted with a mostly increasing trend, then from483

32 mm onward the negative bias decreases with increasing size. An exception is visible in the class 64484

mm where the number of particles detected is strongly negatively biased at almost -60%. This class485

contains many disk-shaped (flat) particles (54.5 %) leading to the class with the most particles in the P2486

overlapped position (over 57%). Particles may therefore be mistakenly categorized in the smaller classes.487

The residuals of percentile estimates are quite clustered with the exception of sample S10 (Figure 6 A1).488

This is the sample which has the most discoid (flat) particles (see Figure S3 B and C) and for which the489

11 mm (D20) to 16 mm class is the most dominated (at 50%) by P3 oriented particles. Thus, all these490

particles will tend to be identified as finer. This has the effect of refining the distribution from the D20491

percentiles onwards. This behaviour is not related to the partially wet nature of the sample but to the492

shape and position of the particles in the bed (called the fabric effect by Graham et al. (2010)). The493

manual bias is almost constant (Figure 6 A2 black segment). Percentiles are generally underestimated in494

average by -2.6% (or -0.7 mm) (see Table 2). The accuracy and precision errors over percentiles range495

between 2 and 13% (0.1 to 4.7 mm) (see Figure 6 A3).496
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Table 2: General procedure performances - Deviation from manual digitization and real measurements

a For each of the 15 extracted percentiles, the 4 performance parameters were calculated on the 10 sample residuals. Then, each of the497

parameters was averaged over the 15 percentiles to give a general error for the procedure estimate. The standard deviation is given to illustrate498

the inter percentiles estimation performance variation; b General deviation from manual digitization; c General deviation from the paint-and-pick499

bed surface sampling; d Basegrain free stand-alone tool from Detert and Weitbrecht (2013) and Sedimetrics Digital GravelometerTM from Graham500

(2005a, 2005b). Note that Gold standard (highlighted in orange) is based on manual digitalization and is compared with real percentiles (i.e.,501

paint-and-pick).502
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Figure 6: Performance assessment of image processing procedures compared to paint-and-pick bed surface sampling. (A) Manual digitalisation
performances. Manual digitalisation was performed only on painted photos (C1). (A1) Distribution of the 10 relative residuals of each sample
for the 15 percentile estimates for manual digitisation. The residuals are coloured according to the 4 main patch characteristics (coarse, fine,
heterogeneous, partially wet). Samples taken as example in Figure 4 are represented here by symbols with black outlines. (A2) Relative bias
of percentiles estimation in C1 photo condition for the manual procedure, the supervised and automated PhotoMOB procedures as well as for
Basegrain free stand-alone tool from Detert and Weitbrecht (2013) and Sedimetrics Digital GravelometerTM from Graham (2005a, 2005b). Bias
is calculated over residuals of the 10 samples. (A3) Average relative performance (accuracy and precision) for the estimation of each percentile
(coloured dots), as well as the overall performance (black square) of manual digitalisation and (B) four automatic procedures. (C) Relative bias
of grain detection number per grain size classes for the 4 image-based procedures and for the three photo conditions and (D) manual procedure.
The vertical shaded areas mark the 10% error limits.
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4.1.2.2 Automated delineation In C1 and C2 (Figure 6 C, 1st and 2nd rows), the PhotoMOB proce-503

dures show the same behaviour between them (as mentioned in section 4.1.1.1), similar to the manual504

procedure. There is underestimation or a negative bias of the number of particles up to 22.6 mm and505

then, as the size increases, the bias is reduced. As with manual delineation, there is an exception506

with a larger underestimate of around 60% between 64- and 90.5-mm. Figure 6 A2 shows that per-507

centiles bias estimates are similarly negative as the manual procedure up to D50, then overestimated.508

Percentiles from D70 to D84 are estimated with more than 10% accuracy or precision error (out of the509

shaded area on Figure 6 B, first row, 1st and 2nd column). This is a consequence of the union of grains510

(under-segmentation), which implies the appearance of non-real coarse grains and the diminution of511

finer grains in the estimated GSD. Finally, the error decreases for the D90 and D95 percentiles.512

For Basegrain, the number of grains from 8 to 22 mm is much less under-estimated in C2 and C3 (bias513

only between 0 and -40%, Figure 6C 2nd and 3rd rows, brown bars) than by the other procedures, even514

manual (Figure 6 D). Basegrain over-estimates the number of grains visible on the picture due to a large515

amount of over-segmentation. By compensation, the bias of number of detected grains is low even if516

the photographic method cannot detect all the real grains present in the patch.517

The average accuracy (i.e., MAE) and precision errors (i.e., irreducible error e) of PhotoMOB procedures in518

C1 and C2 are between 6 and 9 % (1.3 to 2 mm, Table 2). In C1 errors are basically the same magnitude519

as with the Basegrain (Figure 6 B 1st row, 1st, 2nd and 3rd columns) or the manual procedure (Figure 6520

A3). In C2, our procedures are the ones with the lowest error compare to the real GSD (Table 2, Figure 6521

B, second row). In C3 however, our procedures reproduce the paint-and-pick (real bed GSD) method522

with less good performance (Figure 6 B, 1st and 2nd columns, last row).523

Finally, although Sedimetrics is the procedure that best reproduces the paint-and-pick method in the524

relatively challenging C3 condition (Figure 6 B, last row, last column), it should be noted that Sedimetrics525

had similar performance for all three photographic conditions. For all three conditions, the mean precision526

was around 12%, while the average accuracy was 10%. These stable results over the three conditions527

(Figure 6 B last column, see black square constant position) confirm that the tool developed by Graham528

(2005a, 2005b) performs acceptably well regardless of condition (lithology, grain texture, lighting).529

4.1.3 Limitations and further developments530

4.1.3.1 Limitations The supervised and automated PhotoMOB procedures have shown satisfactory531

performance. Average percentiles estimate error are less than 10% in both conditions C1 and C2, taking532

either the manual digitization (gold standard) or real grain size distribution as reference (Figure 5 D, and533

Figure 6 B 1st and 2nd rows and columns). The GSDs are relatively similar to those found by manual534

delimitation (i.e., gold standard), not due to compensation, but due to correct delimitation especially in535

condition C1 where image complexity (Purinton and Bookhagen, 2019) is reduced by paint, which avoids536

the problems caused by intra granular colour variation, veins, fractures, and shadow variations. Moreover,537

there was no marked difference between the different groups of samples (coarse, fine, heterogeneous,538

partially wet), indicating the tool can be applied to a variety of river beds.539

However, in C1 and C2 we detected a positive bias for coarser particles in our PhotoMOB procedure.540

During the development of the binarization threshold process development, under-segmentation errors541

(union of two or more particles) were preferred to over-segmentation errors. This resulted in a greater542

number of coarse non-real or fictitious particles resulting, in case of C2, an over-estimated of the D75543

to D84. As the accuracy error ranges between 10 and 15% (i.e., accuracy from 90 to 85%) for these544

percentiles, it will not be necessary to correct the non-real particle delimitation if the operator accepts this545

margin of error in the estimation of the coarsest percentiles. However, if the GSD is to be expressed in546

GbN, these erroneous delimitations will have a greater weight (detailed discussion in Section 4.2.1 below),547

or if the user intends to use the second part of PhotoMOB to characterize grain dynamics (detailed in the548

companion paper (Ville et al., 2023b), a correction will be necessary. Poorly delineated or segmented549

particles will result in an over-estimation of mobile particles, because if incorrectly delineated particles550
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overlap between the two images, even if they are the same, there is a high chance that they are classified551

as different (i.e., mobile or new particles). It will then be preferable to correct them. Nevertheless, these552

particle unions are easily visible. An operator will tend to see these very coarse visible errors more easily553

than fictitious small polygons (non-real). Finally, in C3 the prediction threshold for the binarization554

threshold is less performant and PhotoMOB was not developed to perform in this photographic condition555

where the use of only one binarization threshold is not suitable for images with varying intensity.556

4.1.3.2 Methodological improvements for image acquisition and processing First, in C2 and557

C3, to avoid partially wet area issues, a solution to the problem of darker wet areas would be to humidify558

the whole patch to reduce the colour variation between the wet and dry areas. Correct delineation is559

more generally obtained with C1 type photos (e.g., painted and protected from the sun), but if it is560

not possible to protect the area from the sun (C3) and/or if the area cannot be painted with common561

spray paint (C2), several recommendations are offered here to reduce grain identification errors and the562

subsequent manual correction effort. In order for PhotoMOB to best identify grains, a first solution could563

be to prepare a highly concentrated simple mixture of clay and water and applied it to the bed area with564

a gardening spray. This reduces the complexity of the image and reflectance of the surface by its colour565

and matte texture.566

Secondly, very recently, a new open-source software library based on convolutional neural networks,567

called ImageGrains was released by Mair et al. (Preprint EarthArXiv 2023) with the possibility in the568

near future to be implemented for GIS. A second solution could be to implement ImageGrains in the569

PhotoMOB workflow to reduce the correction effort and then carry out the second part of the protocol.570

We tested ImageGrains and PhotoMOB on a challenging patch containing grains with varied lithology that571

could cause strong over-segmentation in conditions C2 (shaded but not painted) and C1 (shaded and572

painted with a clay solution). The percentiles are estimated by ImageGrains with a bias close to 0% in573

both C2 and C1 compare to a manual delineation. The use of clay paint reduces the estimation bias574

for the PhotoMOB procedure from -12% to -3%. More details on these two solutions are provided in575

Text S.4.1.3.2 and Figure S6. In general, following numerous tests on different images (not presented576

in this paper), ImageGrains enables very satisfactory grain segmentations on photos taken under C3577

and C2 conditions but not in C1 for which it has not been trained. In the future, it is expected to train578

ImageGrains with our painted images manually digitalized. Our digitalization will be available. Finally,579

as this tool seems to be flexible in terms of training, it might also be possible to train it on underwater580

photos. This would make it possible to track mobility, or at least the proportion of stable and perturbed581

bed area, even in areas that are still in the water.582

Errors will always remain regardless of the procedure used (PhotoMOB, Basegrain, Sedimetrics, Image-583

Grains) but the two mentioned improvements could reduce drastically segmentation error and the effort584

of correction. As PhotoMOB is developed under GIS, the manual correction of persistent errors is facil-585

itated. All the output of our image processing procedure is in the form of a vector file, which makes it586

easy to manipulate the results for a GIS user, hence giving a surplus of flexibility to our tool.587

4.2 Compatibility with existing GbN data588

4.2.1 GbN performances589

Most of the existing data on GSD for more than half a century comes from a surface count of the590

particles via a Grid-by-Number (as Wolman method, (Wolman, 1954)) or from a subsurface volume by591

weight method (bulk sampling). As we pointed out in Text S.3.2.2 and Figure S4, Grid-by-Number form592

seems to be more sensitive than Area-by-Number form to over-estimation of the coarser fractions due593

to the low number of coarse grains present in the sample. This reflects the need to have a sufficiently594

large area to characterise the whole distribution correctly.595
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We conducted a sensitivity analysis to understand how the performance of the photographic-based pro-596

cedures depend on the choice of size of the sampled area and on the distribution form, AbN or GbN.597

The sample area size was assessed by varying GSD truncation to vary the representation of the coars-598

est analysed fraction in the image (i.e., Diplas and Fripp (1992) criterion for the minimum extension599

of the analysed area). Specifically, we present performance calculations for (1) AbN with only a low600

truncation at 8 mm, as well as five other GSD forms: (2) AbN truncated between 8 mm and 40 mm601

(40 mm allowing to respect the Diplas criterion in accordance with the sampled area), (3) AbN with low602

truncation at 11 mm, (4) AbN truncated between 11.3 and 40 mm, (5) GbN with low truncation at 8603

mm, and (6) GbN truncated between 8 mm and 40 mm to meet the Diplas criterion. Figure 7 A shows,604

for each image processing procedure, the performance average RMSE (Equation 5) calculated over the605

15 percentiles mean RMSE and their standard deviation (corresponding to the last column in Table 2 but606

for different distribution truncation) with paint-and-pick measurements taken as reference. The lower607

the average RMSE values, the less error there is in the overall percentile estimate compared to the ‘real’608

paint-and-pick data. Furthermore, the closer the values of the automatic procedures (PhotoMOB super-609

vised or automated, Basegrain and Sedimetrics) are to the value of the manual (black) procedure, the610

more likely it is that the automatic delineation obtained corresponds to what the operator would expect611

visually.612

A low truncation (8 or 11.3 mm, (1) and (3) on the X- axis) used in AbN has little influence on performance.613

A lower truncation at 11.3 mm (3) reduces errors by only 10% compared to an 8 mm truncation (1)614

regardless of the photographic condition and image procedure used. When an upper truncation (40 mm615

here) is used to meet the Diplas and Fripp (1992) criterion, the results get better. Average RMSEs are616

reduced by a third in all photographic conditions and for all procedures ((1) vs. (2) and (3) vs. (4)). It617

should be noted that none of our 10 samples had a ratio area sampled/area Dmax >= 100 (see Table618

1). In C1 and C2 our procedures (orange and green points) are very close to the manual process (black619

points) and remain below 10% error regardless of the truncation performed (all points are inside the620

shaded area). On the other hand, the errors of automated procedures under GbN GSDs with only lower621

truncation at 8 mm (5) are large (between 15 and 20% in C1, 15 and 35% in C2 and 25 and 50% in622

C3), while the use of upper truncation (6) reduces the errors to below 10% for the manual procedure623

and our supervised and automated procedures in C1 and C2.624

Figure 7 B shows in more detail the RMSE in condition C1, for each percentile estimate between the625

manual delineation (gold standard) and the real grain size distribution (paint-and-pick). The respect of626

the criterion (i.e., ratio area sampled/area Dmax >= 100) in AbN (dashed red curve compared to solid627

red curve) allows to reduce the error of the D50 estimation from 9 to 7.8% and the error on the D84 from628

13 to 5.6%. In GbN, compliance with the criterion (black dashed curve compared to solid black curve)629

reduces the error of the D50 estimate from 17 to 5.6% and the error of the D84 estimate from 35 to 5.6%.630

The same behaviour and order of magnitude of error reduction for PhotoMOB supervised is showed in631

supplementary material S.4.2.2 and Figure S8.632

Respecting the Diplas and Fripp (1992) criterion allows a better estimation of the percentiles and espe-633

cially the largest ones (from the D80). Respecting the criterion ensures the same performance whether634

distributions are expressed in AbN or GbN forms (black and red dashed line superposed). These specific635

performance gains may not be generalizable to other rivers, as here we did not perform this experiment636

by sampling a larger study area but by performing a truncation. However, we reiterate that if the GSDs637

obtained via photographic processing are to be derived in GbN form for comparison with other data or for638

use in sediment transport equations, then it is imperative that the extent of the photographic area is at639

least 100 times greater than the area of the largest grain. If the frame size is not adjustable then it may640

be possible to take several photographs of the site to be characterised so that the total area under study641

converges to the Diplas criterion and then combine all the particles identified into a single composite642

sample.643
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Figure 7: (A) Evolution of the overall performance of each image processing procedure as a function of
low and high truncation (respecting the Diplas and Fripp (1992) criterion) in the form of (A1) Area-by-
Number and (A2) Grid-by-Number. The dots represent the average RMSE of each procedure (average
of the RMSEs calculated for each of the 15 percentiles estimate (based on the 10 residuals)). The bars
represent the standard deviation around the mean RMSE (scatter of the RMSE of the 15 percentiles).
(B) Estimate RMSE of each of the 15 percentiles from Manual delimitation (gold standard) for grain size
distribution in Area-by-Number (red curves) and Grid-by-Number form (black curve) with (dashed curve)
and without (solid curve) high truncation at 40mm to respect the Diplas and Fripp (1992)
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4.2.2 Compatibility between continuous and discrete square holes measurements644

We chose the Pebble-Box approach to measure the actual size, b, of each particle ≥ 8 mm, which yields645

continuous real values of the axis, as the Photographic method gives also continuous b-axis sizes. Most646

of the existing data on GSD are from surface count of the particles via a Grid-by-Number (often called647

Wolman count, Wolman (1954)) or from a subsurface volume-by-weigh method (bulk sampling) with648

b-axis size measured by template or sieve device. Sometimes, the only information available in GbN are649

a few percentiles from a previous study or from other authors where the original database is no longer650

available. Also, percentile could be used in sediment transport equations that have been established651

mostly using GbN data measured by square holes. Below we examine the compatibility of GSDs obtained652

from photographs with GSDs obtained from sieves or template.653

For sample S2 (dominated by coarse and discoid or flat particles) and S9 (fine and spherical particles),654

each particle, before being measured in the Pebble-Box, was passed through a template with several655

sieve-sized square-holes D with 0.5 psi -increment (psi = log2(b)) to extract discrete binned b-axis sizes.656

The retained sizes recorded via the template, D, are influenced by the grain flatness (c/b) as described by657

Church et al. (1987) via the relationship 𝐷/𝑏 = 1√
2 × [1 + (𝑐/𝑏)2]0.5. Graham (2005b, 2010) reported658

for 500 measured particles (a, b and c axes) a D/b ratio ranging from 0.79 to 0.82. Graham (2005b,659

2010) therefore transformed the apparent b’ axes obtained by the photographic method with a factor of660

0.79 (c/b =0.51) and 0.8 (c/b=0.71) respectively in order to compare them to the control set obtained661

by sieving. Stähly et al. (2017), showed a D/b ratio ranging from 0.83 to 0.86 on 2245 clasts. Similarly,662

to these last authors, our 10 samples (6800 particles) show a median theoretical ratio D/b ranging from663

0.837 to 0.892 (corresponding to a flatness index ranging from 0.634 to 0.768) with an average of 0.872.664

However, we noticed a significant disparity in the ratio value between particles smaller and larger than665

16 mm (see Figure S7 ).666

As mentioned in the description of the samples, and visible in Figure S3, the particles of the 8/11.3 mm667

and 11.3/16 mm classes, in addition to representing almost 50% or more than of the total particles (see668

Table 1 and Figure 3 C), are the ones with the highest flatness index while the rest of the particles (larger669

than 16 mm) present lower c/b ratios. This has the effect of under-estimating the real size b of the larger670

particles (smaller in number) by allowing them to pass through the sieve more often due to their smaller671

thickness. Figure 8 shows the GSD in AbN (A1) and GbN (B1) from different measurement procedures672

(Pebble-Box, template, manual photo-delineation) while Tables A2 and B2 in Figure 8 show the average673

bias (average of the 15 residual percentiles) between procedures for each sample. In both A1 and B1,674

the solid red curve (template GSD) is localized to the left of the black solid curve (Pebble-Box GSD), with675

the template GSD being 5% (15%) finer on average than the Pebble-Box GSD in AbN form (GbN form).676

The way the control set is measured is therefore important, and it is more or less important depending677

on the form of the expressed GSD (AbN or GbN).678

For our two samples S2 and S9, we know the median D/b ratio of particles smaller and larger than 16 mm,679

respectively 0.843 and 0.815 for S2, 0.864 and 0.837 for S9. A binary conversion factor, one for particles680

< 16 mm and a second for particles > 16 mm, was used to convert the control GSD obtained from a681

continuous measurement (Pebble-Box, black dashed curve) to the control GSD obtained from sieved682

measurement (Template, red solid curve). In both AbN and GbN, the black dashed curve converges to683

the red continuous curve. This conversion seems to be suitable for our study sites as the average bias684

falls between -1% and 0% in AbN and -3 and 0% in GbN.685

On the two samples S2 and S9 in AbN, Figure 8 A1, the apparent GSDs obtained by manual delineation686

(blue solid curve) show an under-estimation compared to the Pebble-Box (black solid curve) of about687

5%, as do the GSDs obtained from the template (blue and red curve overlap quite well). The average688

Manual vs. Template bias varies between -1 and +1% (MAE=1%). Such observations have already been689

made by Stähly et al. (2017). In their study, they found a constant b’/b ratio (photographic apparent690

size b’/actual measured size b) of 0.86. Here, we found a D/b ratio of 0.87. Therefore, the D/b’ ratio691

should be close to 1.692
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Figure 8: Comparison of the control sampling procedure (Pebble-Box or template/sieving) and its effect on the performance found for percentile
estimation with the manual photographic method. Are represented as a curve, the 15 percentiles (D5,10 ,16 ,20 ,25 ,30 ,40 ,50 ,60 ,70 , 75 ,80 ,84 ,95) in
AbN form (A1) and GbN form (B1) of sample S2 and S9 according to (i) Pebble-Box measurement (black solid line), (ii) template measurement
(red solid line), (iii) Pebble-Box converted to sieve form (black dashed line) via the D/b ratio (Church et al., 1987), (iv) manual digitisation (blue
line) and (v) manual digitisation converted to sieved form (blue dashed line) via the D/b ratio (Church et al., 1987). In the lower right part of
the plots, are annotated with corresponding colours, the mean bias over the 15 percentiles estimates with the two forms (AbN – A2 and GbN –
B2) of control dataset taken as reference (Pebble-Box or template) for each sample.
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This means that the impact of the fabric effect, minimising the apparent b’ axis by photographic method693

compared to the real measurement (b’/b), is of the same order of magnitude as the reduction of the694

GSD by sieving compared to the real measurement b (D/b). We therefore make the same conclusion as695

Stähly et al. (2017), the GSD obtained by manual delineation is directly comparable to the GSD obtained696

by sieving. However, these conclusions are not valid in GbN. The same analyses were performed for the697

supervised PhotoMOB procedure (MAE=3%) and reach the same conclusion but not presented here for698

lack of space.699

In GbN, the representativeness of the particles is proportional to the surface area of the grains. The700

shape of the GSD is therefore controlled by the largest particles (even if they are smaller in number). As701

these coarser particles are more often under-estimated by sieving than the fines by virtue of being flatter,702

the sieved GSD (retained hole size D) becomes finer than the apparent size from manual delimitation703

GSD (b’). The red solid curve in B1 is localized on the left of the blue solid curve whereas in A1 they were704

superposed. The manual GSD is on average 8% larger than the template. In this context, a conversion705

may be necessary if one wants to compare the photographic GSD (blue) with a sieved/template GSD706

(red).707

It is difficult to estimate the average D/b ratio of each patch photographed, let alone the ratio for particles708

smaller than 16 mm and those larger. This would involve taking a number of particles of different sizes709

and measuring their c and b axes. The two-factor conversion applied here to the Pebble-Box records is710

actually impractical. Furthermore, the manual delineation (blue solid curve) under-estimates the GSD711

of the Pebble-Box (black solid curve) by about 8%. Using a binary factor, which works well to convert712

the Pebble-Box GSD (black dashed line) to a template/sieved GSD (red solid curve) would produce a713

converted manual GSD finer than the template (-6% on average, manual delimitation curve converted714

with double factor is not presented in this figure for better clarity). Using a factor of 0.8 as proposed715

by Graham et al. (2005b) would also be too large, producing a converted manual GSD finer than the716

template by -8% on average (manual delimitation curve converted with 0.8 factor are not presented in717

this figure for better clarity). Using the average D/b ratio of 0.87 calculated on our ten samples, allows718

us to reduce the bias between the manual delineation converted (blues dashed curve) and the template719

(red solid curve) to -2% for both samples despite their significantly different shapes and grain sizes.720

We have reached the same conclusion for the PhotoMOB Supervised procedure delineation, applying721

the conversion factor allows to reduce the MAE from 24% to 12%. It should be noted that for these722

results mentioned here, the sampled area does not meet Diplas’s criterion, the distributions have not723

been truncated. Once truncated the percentile deviation for both manual and supervised procedure are724

of 6%. A graph summarizing the percentile RMSEs for the manual and supervised procedures based on725

GSD in AbN and GbN, without and with high truncation as well as without and with b’ axis conversion is726

available in Figure S8 -Part B727

4.2.3 Intended purpose728

The acquisition of data by photographic methods and their processing must be conditioned by the use729

that will be made of them in order to obtain a correct level of precision in the characterisation of the real730

grains of the river bed. Below we list recommendations for using data from the photographic method:731

(1) If the PhotoMOB derived GSDs are to be of continuous form and AbN, then they can be used as they732

are. The percentiles in the AbN form with the manual procedure are estimated with an average error733

of less than 10%. However, the percentile estimate is not constant, it is little higher than 10% for the734

largest percentile. A minimum area equal to 100 times the coarsest grain seems to reduce the error to735

about 5% in average in our case.736
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(2) If the PhotoMOB derived GSDs are to be compared with GSDs in AbN of discrete form obtained by737

sieving or passing through a template (e.g., areal sampling + sieving measurement), they can be used738

as they are as long as the extent area is large enough to characterise the whole grain size range. The739

under-estimation of grain size via photo due to the fabric effect is similar to the under-estimation of the740

actual grain size when measured through a template due to the degree of flatness leading which may to741

a classification in a lower fraction.742

(3) If the PhotoMOB derived GSDs are to be compared with the GSDs in GbN form with continuous values743

(e.g., pebble count with a calliper to measure sizes) then the ratio of the sampled area to the area of the744

largest particle must be at least 100. In this study we found that, under good photographic conditions745

(C1), the average error in estimating the percentiles could be reduced from 15-20% to 5-10%.746

(4) Finally, if the PhotoMOB derived GSDs are to be compared with GSDs in GbN form with discrete values747

(e.g., pebble count sampling + template measurement or bulk sample + sieving) then it will be necessary748

to (i) respect the criterion of a sampled area at least 100 times the size of the largest particle and (ii)749

convert the apparent grain size as a function of the flatness index. This will have the effect of making the750

GSD finer, as a sieve tends to minimise the actual grain size of particles that are relatively flat. However,751

a flatness index cannot be generalised to all rivers. In our case, we found that the flatness indexes used752

by Graham (2005b, 2010) were not suitable for our samples. A conversion factor of 0.87 for the rivers753

Ésera and Cinca seems to be appropriate to compare the photographic GSD with real sieved data. It754

may be worthwhile to sample the c- and b-axis of a sample of grains to obtain an average flatness ratio755

on a particular river or section. This little effort will enable more precise results to be obtained in the756

perspective of spatial and temporal tracking using photographic methods.757

4.3 Final discussion758

For several reasons, it is difficult to compare the performance data of this paper with previous authors759

who have already worked on this topic (e.g., Ibbeken and Schleyer, 1986; Butler et al., 2001; Sime and760

Ferguson, 2003; Graham et al., 2005a, 2005b; Buscombe, 2008, 2013; Warrick et al., 2009; Strom761

et al., 2010; Chang and Chung, 2012; Detert and Weitbrecht, 2013; Stähly et al., 2017; Purinton and762

Bookhagen, 2019). Many have provided (i) the results not in millimetre units but in psi units and (ii) the763

relative errors (%) are not always fully reported. Additionally, (iii) performance is presented for different764

lower truncations and sometimes, (iv) the control data set varies between a manual delimitation on a765

photo taken as a reference or the actual grains taken from the bed as the reference. In the latter case766

(v) the tested data sets were sometimes obtained in GbN form so the photographic distributions (AbN767

form) were converted to Grid-by-Number, by taking only a few particles from the photos along a grid768

or via the Kellerhals and Bray (1971) conversion method or even by the area of segmented particles as769

described previously in this paper with the help of Text S.3.2.2 and Figure S4. One last parameter makes770

it difficult to compare the performance with the other works mentioned above: (vi) once the real grain771

size constitutes the control sets, grains are systematically measured by sieving, generally square holes,772

and then the number of grains per particle size classes is counted, which generates discrete values. The773

percentile values are then estimated by interpolation, either linear or spline, between the particle size774

classes. This has a direct impact on the control distribution and, consequently, to the error estimates.775

If we had acquired our control set only by sieving, as almost all other studies on this topic, we would776

have obtained lower errors. Figure 8 showed that in AbN, the average bias of the manual delimitation777

was -5% with the Pebble-Box as reference, but it goes down to -1/1% when taking the GSD by sieving778

as reference. In GbN, the average bias of the manual delimitation was -8% with the Pebble-Box as779

reference, yet it goes down to -2% with the GSD by sieving as reference if the conversion factor is well780

adapted. So, if the authors previously cited had used a Pebble-Box, they may have found somewhat781

larger errors.782
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5 Conclusion783

This paper is the first (Part 1) of a pair of connected papers in which we present an automated image784

processing procedure for measure grains and monitoring the mobility/stability (bed dynamics) of gravel785

river beds from photographs. We present here only the GIS-based procedure for identifying and mea-786

suring grains in order to derive a reliable surface Grain Size Distributions (GSD) together with additional787

information form the texture of the bed. The main conclusions of the paper are as follows:788

(1) The PhotoMOB procedure identifies grain contours in a very similar way to those obtained by a789

manual delineation, with an efficiency to estimates percentile better or comparable to existing procedures790

as Basegrain and Sedimetrics when the bed area is painted and protected from the sun during photo791

adquisition (i.e., C1, RMSE of 6.1 – 5.6% compare to 6.7-11.9%). PhotoMOB also performs better792

when the bed is not painted but still protected from the sun (i.e., C2, RMSE of 9.5-8.8% compare to793

14.0-10.9%).794

(2) The study of the shape of the particles sampled in the Cinca and Ésera rivers showed that there is795

a slight tendency to flatten with increasing size between 16 and 64 mm. The coarsest sample (S10)796

having 60% of its grains in this size range and having the most discoidal shape and overlapped particle797

was most strongly under-estimated by manual delineation (on average at -20%). Therefore, in some798

cases, the fabric effect (shape and imbrication) on GSD accuracy may be significant.799

(3) Despite the impact of the fabric effect, the photographic method provides reliable percentile estimates.800

Over the 10 sample studied, the manual delineation shows an RMSE of 8.2% (corresponding to an RMSE801

of 2 mm) in relation to the measured grain which were actually present on the surface of the bed.802

Similarly, PhotoMOB both, supervised and automated, provides RMSEs of 8.9-9.5% (around 2.2 mm) for803

photo conditions C1 and C2.804

(3) The GSDs extracted from the photographic method (AbN sampling, continuous axis measures) can805

be compatible with different sampling and measurement methods (GbN - sieved). The 2 square holes806

sieved samples studied, indicate that respecting a sufficiently large sampling area to cover the whole807

grain size range properly and taking into account the mean grain flatness, allows an average MAE error808

in percentile estimation by the photographic method (manual of PhotoMOB delineation) of 6%.809

(4) The use of photography allows for a reduction in field time workload, monitoring over time without810

artificially altering the bed surface, and the technique does not require mandatory use of aerosol paint811

to mark particles but can of course be coupled to particle travel distance measurements.812

(5) Finally, the accuracy of the delineation not just affects the GSDs, it I also fundamental to decrease813

errors when paired photos are compared to analyse bed dynamics (companion paper, Part 2 by Ville et814

al., 2023). In order to increase the speed of the whole process and to avoid the operator having to work815

too hard to correct under- or over-segmented particles, the photographed area should be protected from816

direct sunlight and painted if possible (C1 photo condition). A future enhancement to the tool could be817

the use/integration of the model developed by Mair et al. (Preprint EarthArXiv 2023) into the workflow818

to reduce the correction effort that is working very well on C2 and C3. PhotoMOB has the advantage819

of running under GIS, making it easier for the large community of ArcGIS® users to verify, correct and820

manipulate the results.821
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Code availability822

The processing of the images with the ArcGIS desktop toolbox PhotoMOB part 1 and 2 generates823

shapefile with for each grain, in pre- and post-event, its shape characteristics (area, perimeter, a-axis,824

b-axis, orientation, rectangularity, eccentricity, roundness, compactness) as well as its classification825

(immobile/mobile). The attribute table of these layers is also saved in text format. A web and desktop826

application based on R language and shiny package (R Core Team, 2022; Chang et al., 2023), called827

PhotoMOB Extractor, has been developed to analyse the data from the text files and to allow the user828

to quickly and easily obtain the outputs mentioned in Figure 1 (C1, C2, C4, E1, E2, E3, E4, E5) in both829

AbN and GbN form. The actual and future version of the PhotoMOB toolbox as well as the PhotoMOB830

Extractor App are available with documentation at https://shiny.fannyville.com/PhotoMOB_Tool.html.831

The toolbox is currently only available for ArcGIS desktop, but will be soon converted to ArcGIS Pro and,832

additionally, our intention is to convert to the open source QGIS.833
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S SUPPORTING INFORMATION1009

Note

Supporting Information for:

PhotoMOB: Automated GIS method for estimation of fractional grain dynamics in gravel
bed rivers.
Part 1 : Grain size

Contents of this file:

This document provides supplementary material. It is structured using the same headings
as the main article to help readers find what they are interested in reading more about. Title
followed by the word “none” indicate that no supplementary information is provided for that section.

1010

S.1 Introduction1011

To characterise and quantify mobilised sediment intensities, direct sediment sampling methods can be1012

deployed (e.g., Helley and Smith, 1971 ; Bunte and Abt, 2001; Bunte et al., 2007) as well as indirect1013

methods via for example the use of targeted tracer stones (e.g., Church and Hassan, 2002; Hassan and1014

Ergenzinger, 2003 ; Vázquez-Tarrío and Batalla, 2019). The use of a painted plot is a commonly used1015

indirect technique which involves painting a zone of the bed to use the coloured grains as a tracer. This1016

method avoids alteration of the natural packing of the particles without limitation of the size of the traced1017

grain. If entrained painted particles can be located downstream, then transport distances can also be1018

measured (e.g., Church and Hassan, 1992; Hassan and Ergenzinger, 2003; Mao et al., 2017; Brenna et1019

al., 2019; Vázquez-Tarrío and Batalla, 2019; Vericat et al., 2020).1020

However, the use of painted patches has several limitations (i) Firstly, the use of aerosols to ensure good1021

paint adhesion may contaminate river surroundings. (ii) The paint must be applied to a dry substrate and1022

allowed to dry before re-wetting. These conditions of use are not always available, as for example in rivers1023

subject to hydropeaking, where water is released rapidly and large areas of the bed are frequently (daily,1024

hourly) and quickly inundated. (iii) The measurements are focused on visually recovered downstream1025

particles while the mobilised painted particles may deposit paint side down and/or be subsequently1026

buried, resulting in a low recovery rate as reviewed by (Hassan and Roy, 2016). (iv) Finally, a large1027

amount of information from the original patch location is not further analysed such as the proportion1028

and size of immobile particles. A solution can be to compare successive images of the bed surface taken1029

at the same location (Vericat et al., 2008; Cerney, 2010; Peckarsky et al., 2014). Information related1030

to grain stability and mobility can be extracted by a spatial grain-by-grain inter-analysis of the particles1031

present in the two photographs. In this case, a semi- or fully-automated image processing procedure1032

is extremely useful. To meet this objective, we have developed an ArcGIS® toolbox to automate image1033

processing in two distinct phases. The first part (this paper) consists of identifying and characterising all1034

the grains present in the photos. This makes it possible to extract the size of the grains, their shape, their1035

orientation and to estimate the proportion of the area covered by fine material. The second part (see1036

companion paper Ville et al., 2023b) compares the shape of the grains positioned at the same coordinate1037

between the photos in order to categorise them as immobile or mobile.1038
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S.2 The PhotoMOB workflow1039

Figure S1 A represent the photo acquisition procedure while Figure S1 B represents the workflow of the1040

PhotoMOB GIS toolbox Part 1.1041

S.2.1 Image collection1042

Once a target area has been selected, a frame with known exact internal dimensions is placed on the1043

riverbed to physically delineate the area. The distance between each internal corner will be used to scale1044

the images. In order to facilitate fieldwork and the subsequent scaling of the photos, a metal frame1045

consisting of L-shaped side elements that are fixed together at their ends by a screw system can be1046

used. The repetitive task of scaling the photos one after the other is facilitated by an area of interest1047

of constant shape and surface, without any variation. The frame could include a measuring scale and a1048

marker indicating upstream direction so that during office work the operator can quickly orientate the1049

photo. The size of the area should be a function of the largest particle i.e., Diplas and Fripp (1992)1050

proposed that the area to be sampled must be at least 100 times larger than the area of the largest1051

particle. This would give an accuracy equivalent to a 100-grain Grid-by-Number sample, such as a1052

pebble-count.1053

Finally, the photo is recommended to be taken facing against the flow direction, the more possible per-1054

pendicular to the riverbed, and with the area protected from direct sunlight to avoid brightness changes1055

within the photo. In general, the more homogeneous the area is in terms of light and colours, the easier1056

is to detect the particles automatically. Finally, the positions of the four corners of the frame can be1057

marked and/or surveyed by a topographic method to enable to find back the location for a subsequent1058

photo collection. Even if the precision of the method used to survey the corners of the frame is not the1059

appropriate (i.e., cm) to scale the images, these coordinates will enable to return to the same location1060

for subsequent photo collection. Once the area is re-visited, the frame is placed back on the bed, and1061

the second photo is taken following the same protocol. This last field phase can be repeated for the same1062

area successively according to successive flow events (as show in Figure S1 A).1063

S.2.2 Bed particle detection and characterisation1064

Grain detection and characterization is done in five steps represented in Figure S1 B. These five steps1065

are grouped in two main processing tasks, which are fully described below. (i) Image pre-processing and1066

(ii) image processing: (B.2) image classification, (B.3) image binarization, (B.4) boundary adjustment1067

and (B.5) grain characterization.1068

S.2.2.1 Image pre-processing In order to facilitate good detection of the particles, the photos are1069

first filtered externally to GIS in GIMP (Team, 2019), a free image manipulation software, to smooth the1070

intra-grain noise while preserving edges. A high-pass filter is applied to the area inside the frame to1071

sharpen the boundary of the particles which correspond to areas of rapid tonal change. It is a frequency1072

filter that (i) preserves high frequencies via a first parameter named standard deviation that controls1073

the level of detail preserved and (ii) increases them via the contrast parameter. This first filter depends1074

strongly on the sunlight condition and the homogeneity of the surface. For fully painted photos with1075

homogenous light (i.e., homogenized surface, low complexity) it is not necessary to use a high standard1076

deviation value because the image contains few details (i.e., details correspond only to the particle1077

edges) that are easily visible. For each photo in these conditions, a constant value of 5 for the standard1078

deviation and 2.5 for the contrast paramete rare used. On the other hand, for unpainted photos or1079

a variable lighting photo condition, is necessary to keep a higher level of detail in order to make the1080

contours appear more clearly. A constant value of 10 for the standard deviation and 2.5 for contrast1081

parameters are used. Then, for all conditions, a noise reduction filter with a constant strength of 101082

is applied twice in succession, in order to attenuate the intra-grain noise. All these parameters were1083

established by evaluating the performance of different values.1084
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Figure S1: Illustration of the image segmentation workflow required to sample and characterise the bed surface. (A) Photo acquisition. (B)
Extraction of grain and patch characteristics. (C) Possible output after patch surface characterisation. The yellow boxes represent the developed
models of dark threshold prediction (see Text S2.2.3). Note the effect of the convex hull transformation on the green particle in the centre of the
two images in the Vectorisation and Characterisation columns. In the Characterisation column, the second image shows the sketch explaining
how particle characteristics are derived
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Afterwards, the filtered images are loaded into GIS. The four internal corners of the frame are marked1085

manually. They are used as Cartesian reference points on a local plan to scale the photo. For example,1086

for a square frame with 1m sides (internal), points A, B, C and D receive the coordinates 0.1; 1.1; 0.0;1087

1.0 respectively. Then to correct the perspective of the image a projective transformation is applied. As1088

it is difficult to get a perfect tilt free photographs without structure, this transformation removes the tilt1089

and link the image to the ground for more accurate grain measurements.1090

In the case of partial or selective transport (i.e., when a certain proportion of the study area has remained1091

stationary) the second or post event photo has to be aligned with the first one with a further projective1092

transformation. This alignment is done manually by identifying identical points between the two photos.1093

When all bed was disturbed and no reference points are found, the corner frame can be located at the1094

same position of the first photo. In this case all grain will be new when compared to the precedent or1095

first photo.1096

S.2.2.2 Image processing The scaled filtered images, are transformed into a grey scale image (in-1097

tensity level) by simply summing the three bands (i.e., Red, Green and Blue). Each band can contain1098

pixels with values ranging from 0 to 255. The grey scale image can thus finally present shades ranging1099

from 0 (black) to 768 (white).1100

The next step is to transform these grey scale images into binary images, where the foreground would1101

correspond to the particles (high intensity, white) and the background to the boundary of the particles and1102

gaps (low intensity, black). To generate this binarization, a threshold of dark intensity must be selected1103

to perform the partition. However, it is difficult to determine a threshold value out of 768 possibilities.1104

Therefore, the grey scale levels are reduced (i.e., reclassified) from 768 to 40 levels (ca. 5% of 768), and1105

the threshold is identified from those 40 possibilities. This reduction allows the contour effect to appear1106

(Tyagi, 2018). The selection of the threshold value relies on the use of the histogram of the frequency1107

distribution of the grey levels of the pixels (method of moments corresponding of part B2 in Figure S1).1108

The whole process can be supervised by the operator or be performed automatically through a threshold1109

prediction model developed in this study and presented in Text S.2.2.3.1110

The boundaries of the particles in the binary images are not completely segmented. Sometimes there is1111

still a chain-of-connection of some white pixels between two particles (shown in the Figure S1 B3). To1112

remedy this, a morphological erosion operation is performed (Tyagi, 2018). This consists of increasing the1113

black background area by a certain size and shrinking the white foreground area. It was established in this1114

study, following multiple visual checks on different images, that an erosion of three pixels was optimal.1115

Sime and Ferguson (2003) have also shown that a three pixel value allows for correct segmentation1116

without amplifying too much the intra-grain noise. Then, the white pixel areas are converted from raster1117

to polygons, vector features, yielding the outline of each particle (see Figure S1 B4). However, as these1118

areas have been previously eroded, a dilation of the polygons is necessary in order to return to the1119

original particle size. This dilation distance corresponds to three times the resolution of the raster (three1120

times the pixel size of the image). Then, to smooth the rough contours of the particles and obtain a more1121

realistic particle shape, a convex envelope is applied. This corresponds to an envelope passing uniquely1122

through the extremities of the raw contour and eliminating any concavities. An example can be seen1123

between the images in Figure S1 B4 and B5 (Vectorisation and Characterisation), which present the raw1124

delimitation and the convex envelope (note the highlighted particle in the center).1125

Once this convex hull is generated, it is possible to extract six characteristics of the sediment patch. The1126

(i) area and (ii) perimeter of each detected particle are directly acquired from the convex hull. For (iii)1127

the longest axis (a-axis) and (iv) the intermediate axis (b-axis), on each particle, a minimum bounding1128

rectangle box delimiting its smallest width is generated. The length of this rectangle corresponds to an1129

estimate of the particle’s a-axis, while its width corresponds to the particle’s b-axis. Furthermore, the1130

angle of the longest axis with north gives us information about (v) the orientation of the particle (see1131

Figure S1 B5 and C). Finally, an estimate of the area covered by fin material is obtained by subtracting1132
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from the total study area, the summed area of particles with b-axis larger than fine limit defined by the1133

operator (by default 8mm).1134

S.2.2.3 Training of a dark binarization threshold prediction model Butler et al. (2001) had1135

already noted that this threshold depends on several factors such as (i) the sunlight condition, (ii) the1136

scale of the photo, (iii) the source (camera), (iv) the texture (particle sizes). Since the photos are taken1137

with the same camera under controlled light conditions and with fixed frame size, the most important1138

factor for determining the optimal threshold is the general grain size of the study riverbed area. This1139

phenomenon was captured by Sime and Ferguson (2003) using the term “image porosity”. This term1140

refers to the proportion of the image representing edges and gaps, which present low grey intensity1141

levels (darker areas). The finer the grain size of the study area, the more edge pixels there are, and1142

therefore the more number of black pixels there are in the image. Conversely, the coarser the grains,1143

the fewer the number of pixels representing contours, and the fewer the number of black pixels. The1144

method followed in this study is based on the intensity distribution histogram shape and statistical prop-1145

erties (Burger and Burge, 2016) (see Figure 2 main text). We assume that all photos, taken under the1146

conditions described in the Figure S1 A and Text S.2.1, present a similar general shape of histogram,1147

which is a skewed distribution toward the left side, i.e., toward low intensity (Figure 2 B main text). The1148

binarization threshold for partitioning the image between particles (foreground) and interstices/boundary1149

(background) will therefore be located towards the left of the histogram. Each image has a unique GSD1150

and therefore a different proportion of interstice for the same study extent. It cannot be an absolute1151

fixed value valid for all images. If the approximate proportion of pixels representing the background is1152

known, then the binarization threshold could be set to this percentile. However, it appears difficult to1153

give a visual estimation of the fraction of the image only occupied by the gaps and contours. Moreover,1154

having only 40 grey levels, the percentile approach would be too sensitive. A bad estimate of ±15%1155

would cause a change in the threshold value of ±6 levels. This would strongly change the delimitation.1156

Instead, we propose to develop a prediction model based on a visual approximation of the areal proportion1157

of material finer than pebbles (<16 mm) covering the study area correlated with the optimal binarization1158

threshold expressed not as a percentile but as a relative grey level value to a reference grey level value:1159

𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑦 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 = 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑦 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙𝑠 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑠 − 1 𝑆𝐷 ( 𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑦 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙𝑠 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑠) (S1)

The prediction model was developed from a dataset of 68 surface river bed photos from five different1160

rivers [Cinca (Spain) , Ésera (Spain) , Vénéon (France), Buëch (France) and Blanco-Este (Chili)] covering1161

areas from 0.16 to 1 m². Since it was not always possible to paint the area or to protect it from direct1162

sunlight, we have created a training dataset divided into three groups corresponding to different photo1163

conditions (see Figure 2 D main text). Condition C1, corresponds to painted areas protected from the1164

sun (optimal condition). Condition C2 corresponds to unpainted areas but still protected from the sun1165

(degraded condition). Finally, condition C3, corresponding to unpainted areas and not protected from1166

the sun (inadvisable condition). The photos were scaled and digitized by hand (Figure 2 A main text).1167

This is the gold standard i.e., the best delineation that can be expected. In total, 34246 particles were1168

delineated manually. These delineation layers were fed into the tool to perform step B5 on Figure S11169

(Particle characterization). The b-axis size of each particle could be calculated. All areas of the image1170

covered by polygons representing particles with a b-axis greater than 16 mm were subtracted from the1171

study area; this allows us to know the area covered by finer materials than pebbles.1172

In parallel, each of the same images was processed in the tool. For each of them, 22 grey levels were1173

tested as a threshold for binarization. In total, 1496 delineation proposals were generated (68 photos1174

× 22 tested thresholds). The 22 binarization thresholds tested are expressed as a relative value to the1175

reference value as illustrated in Figure 2 B (main text) and Equation S1. Then, from these 22 delineations,1176

a single operator selected the best delineation. In order to remain consistent on the comparison of all1177

these particle layers, for each photo, the delineations were compared two by two, from the lowest1178
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threshold level (Reference value - 5) to the highest (Reference value + 16), preferring to keep a layer1179

with a few under-delineations rather than a layer with a large number of over-delineations for two main1180

reasons: (i) because if a manual edge correction (edition) is desired, a few polygons to segment is a1181

faster operation than removing a large number of small polygons and then re-delineating them correctly;1182

and, (ii) furthermore, by using the Area-by-Number form to establish the particle size distribution, each1183

particle present has the same representativeness in the sample. Adding a large number of false small1184

particles will have more impact on the final result than keeping a few large false particles.1185

The result of all these steps is (i) the proportion of the photo covered by material smaller than 16 mm1186

and (ii) the optimal binarization threshold. Figure 2 C (main text) shows the prediction models of the1187

binarization threshold established via these pairs of information, specific to each photo condition (C1,1188

C2, C3). The R-square of 0.74 (p-value <0.001) for the C3 predicting model is lower than the ones for1189

C1 and C2 respectively 0.85 (p-value <0.001) and 0.89 (p-value <0.001). In condition C3 the optimal1190

threshold is less conditioned by the GSD than by the variation in image brightness. To obtain an order1191

of magnitude of the error of these prediction models, a validation set of 11 patches photographed in the1192

three conditions with proportions of area below 16 mm ranging from 15% to 71% was collected. The1193

mean absolute error of prediction is 1 grey levels for photo condition C1 and C2, whereas in C3 it is of1194

2 (average distance between the model line and the validation point for each photo condition on Figure1195

2C, main text).1196

S.3 Method of performances and compatibility assessment1197

None1198

S.3.1 Control dataset1199

S.3.1.1 Control data set acquisition The data set consists of 10 patches, seven from Cinca river1200

and three from Ésera river. Each of the 10 patches was photographed in 3 different conditions (see1201

Figure S2 part A below). Once the patches had been painted and the last photo taken, all the whole1202

grains inside the frame were collected and their position on the bed estimated and classified into three1203

categories based on the projection of the paint on their surface ( Figure 3 main text). This position can1204

be compared to the work of Ibbeken and Schleyer (1986) , see Figure S2, part B below.1205
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Figure S2: (A) Illustration of the 10 40*40 cm samples for the 3 photo conditions. C1: painted and protected from the sun, C2: unpainted but
protected from the sun and C3: unpainted and unprotected from the sun. Samples were divided into three groups according to grain size and
lithology. (B) Classification of grain position (indicative of degree of imbrication) based on the work of Ibbeken and Schleyer (1986) (modified
after Ibbeken and Schleyer (1986)).
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S.3.1.2 Control data set characteristics According to the Zingg classification Figure S3 A the me-1206

dian shape of the sampled particles from both rivers is spherical. However, the lithology and shape1207

of all these particles varies between rivers i.e., the sediments of the Cinca consist mainly of coarse-1208

grained white granite (increasing the complexity of the photographed surface to be segmented) and pale1209

limestone. The seven samples from this river as well as sample S9 (from Ésera River) are composed ap-1210

proximately of 50% spherical particles, then 30% discoidal particles (quite flat), and about 10% bladed1211

and rod-like particles (elongated) ( Figure S3 B and C). The Ésera sediments are dominated by dark sand-1212

stone with varying degrees of metamorphism. The particle shapes of the two coarse samples S2 and1213

S10 from this river are significantly different from the other seven with predominantly discoidal shapes1214

(41 and 49% respectively), followed by spherical shapes at 30%.1215

Samples 1 through 3 were grouped as having a coarse particle size distribution (D50 in GbN form ranging1216

between 44 mm to 57 mm). Samples S1 and S2 were dominated at 38% and 37% by particles in the1217

P1 position (fully visible) while S3 is the only sample dominated by particles in the P3 position (39%).1218

Samples 4 through 6 were dominated by articles in P2 position (i.e., overlapped, between 39% and1219

45%), all from the Cinca, and were grouped as having heterogeneous surfaces. Samples 4 and 5 were1220

heterogeneous in terms of lithology, while sample 6 has a low grain sorting coefficient (Folk and Ward,1221

1957) of 1.3 (poorly sorted). Samples 7 through 9 were representative of fine patches composed of1222

between 38 and 71% material finer than pebbles (16 mm) and with D50 in GbN form between 14 to1223

22 mm. S7 has similar proportions of particle in P1 and P2 (around 35%), while samples S8 and S91224

are largely dominated by particle in P1 position (fully visible) at 48 and 49%. Finally, the last sample1225

S10, was collected because it had a partially wet surface. As 49% of the sample is disc-shaped (flat and1226

circular) and dominated at 38% by particle in position P2, it will be difficult to characterise correctly by1227

photographic methods.1228

In spite of notable differences in size and shape between rivers and groups of samples, all samples1229

show a similar evolution of the median shape with increasing size (b-axis) visible in Figure S3 B. This1230

can be broken down into 3 phases: (i) First, between 5.66 and 11 mm there is a significate progressive1231

decrease in elongation and an increase in sphericity (p-value < 0.5) while the flatness remains stable. The1232

p-values of the statistical Mann-Whitney tests between size classes are given in Figure S3 D. (ii) Secondly,1233

between 11 and 45 mm, the median shape of the particles becomes progressively more elongated and1234

flatter towards a bladed shape. (iii) Finally, there is an abrupt change in trend for the particles above 451235

mm, when they become more compact with a discoidal tendency.1236

In addition, all the samples are composed of particles of similar shape in P1 and P2, while all of them1237

present particles in P3 with a significantly more spherical shape (less elongated and less flat). The pro-1238

portion of P3 particles (necessarily under-estimated by photographic method) varies between 12 and1239

40% within the 10 samples. In a study comparing the photographic method with the more traditional1240

pebble-count method, Strom et al. (2010) observed at six different sites with little or no particle imbrica-1241

tion, a proportion of P3 particles varied between 10 and 22%. The proportion of P3 in our study appears1242

to be consistent, although some of our samples show lot of imbrications.1243
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Figure S3: Characteristic of control particles. (A) Classification of the shape of each particle according to the classification of Zingg (1935) and the
overall median shape. (B) Median Zingg flatness and elongation index by (i) rivers (Esera in yellow circle and Cinca in green square), (ii) samples
(S1-S10), (iii) size classes (warm to cold colour gradient) and (iv) position on the bed (purple circle). (C) Proportion and dominant (coloured bar)
proportion of particle position and shape by groups (D) Mann-Whitney test of statistical significance of the shape disparity between the rivers,
consecutive grain size classes and positions of the bed particles: * significant test on α=0.05, ** significant test on α=0.01, *** significant test
at all levels, ns: insignificant test, a Zingg Elongation Index (b/a), bZingg Flatness Index (c/b), cKrumbein shpericity index: [((b*c)/a2)(1/3)]
(Krumbein, 1941)
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S.3.2 PhotoMOB assessment1244

S.3.2.1 Assembling of the dataset Figure 4 (main text) presents an overview of the digitization1245

results obtained in a supervised manner (i.e., using the segmentation tool but with the binarization1246

threshold selected by the operator) in the three photographic conditions (columns) for a sample from1247

each group (rows). The particles at the edge are removed from the analysis due to the metallic frame1248

visible in the photographs. Only the particles entirely within the frame were retained for the purpose1249

of this performance analysis to allow a comparison with the paint-and-pick on the same exact grain1250

population.1251

In condition C1, the samples show some under-segmented particles (labelled U in Figure 4 first column),1252

mainly concerning large overlapped particles. The contrast is not strong enough to separate them well.1253

In addition, some particles are left out of the count (labelled Ue) because they are under-segmented1254

(i.e., joined to other particles) and bounded by a polygon touching the edges. The under-segmentation1255

is due to the pixel foreground still being connected despite the morphological erosion operation in step1256

B4 Boundary adjustment.1257

In C2 condition there is generally a little more under-segmentation (Figure 4, second column); this time1258

it concerns to the wider range of grains. This will result in the loss of some intermediate grains and1259

the detection of some very large non-real particles. The two heterogeneous samples S4 and S10 show1260

more anomalies (Figure 4, second column, 3rd and 4th row). In S4 the large center particle is very over1261

segmented because of its mineralogy whereas in S10 a large number of particles are grouped to form1262

large false particles. The wet areas, such as the area labelled U in the upper left or the two Ue on the1263

right, are not well segmented because they are formed by a set of pixels that are darker than the rest of1264

the image forming relatively lighter areas that are dry. Such a partially wet condition causes the same1265

problem as in condition C3.1266

In C3 (Figure 4, last column), the delineation process is less efficient; many particles are under-1267

segmented and a large part of the image is discarded. Further, for the heterogeneous sample S4 there1268

is more over-segmentation of the large central granitic particle than in C2.1269

S.3.2.2 GSD computation and percentiles extraction1270

S.3.2.2.1 Continuous measurement or real measure of grains The extraction of percentiles in1271

the form of Area-by-Number and Grid-by-Number for the image-based GSD and for the control data1272

measured with the Pebble-Box (all giving continuous measurement axis) was carried out following the1273

principles explained by Bunte and Abt (2001) and Graham et al. (2012) as follows:1274

1. In each data table representing a sample where each line represents the attributes of a given1275

detected grain, a b axis column indicating the b-axis value and an Area column indicating the1276

area of each particle were used. For the distribution from the Pebble-Box, the surface area of the1277

particles was estimated by calculating the area of an ellipse by knowing the a and b axis (Area =1278

(a/2) * (b/2) * pi). Within each sample, b-axis grains smaller than 8 mm have been excluded.1279

2. It can sometimes happen that some grains have exactly the same size, especially in the control1280

data from the Pebble-Box. The grains were grouped by identical b-axis size value.1281

3. A column Nb was added to calculate the number of grains for each single b-axis size value. An1282

example of such a table is shown in Figure S4 A1 for sample S4.1283

4. A Total area column has also been added (Figure S4 A2) to calculate the sum of the surface area1284

occupied by the grains of strictly identical size.1285

5. The table was sorted in ascending order from column b axis.1286

6. A Frequency column was created to calculate the frequency of occurrence (Nb) of each unique1287

grain size within the sample.1288
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Figure S4: (A) Illustration of the procedure for extracting cumulative particle size distributions and percentiles, with the example of the sample
S4 in (A1) AbN and (A2) GbN. (B) Grain size distribution of sample 4. (B1) Distribution in the form of Area-by-Number (in solid red) and
Grid-by-Number (in solid black) with low truncation at 8mm. Note the problematic shape of the end of the Grid by Number distribution. (B2)
Distribution in the form of Area-by-Number (in dashed red) and Grid-by-Number (in dashed black) with a low truncation at 8mm and a high
truncation at 40 mm. The value of 40 mm corresponds to the value of the theoretical maximum sampleable diameter for this 400 mm long
square. (C) Illustration of sample S4.
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7. Finally, a Cumulative Frequency column was created to calculate the percentage of grains in1289

the sample below each unique size detected. In order to follow the method described in Bunte1290

and Abt (2001), for the extraction of percentiles, this column accumulates the values of the1291

Frequency column with a lag of 1 so that 0% of the distribution is below the value of the finest1292

particle encountered. It was therefore necessary to add a last row at the bottom of the table1293

to arrive at a total accumulation of 100%. In this last row, we have indicated in the column b1294

axis, the maximum size encountered +0.001 mm. In the case of the Area-by-Number analysis,1295

this does not lead to any problems. Despite the small number of relatively large particles, the1296

penultimate row of the cumulative frequency column always contains values above 99%. This1297

does not lead to any errors in the analysis of the comparison of the different Area-by-Number1298

particle size distributions depending on the acquisition procedure.1299

To estimate the distribution in Grid-by-Number form:1300

8. A Frequency Area column was created, where the percentage of area represented by each grain1301

size was calculated.1302

9. In a column Cumulative Frequency Area the cumulative sum of the column Frequency Area was1303

calculated. Here too, a shift of one row was made.1304

10. For both forms of distribution, the percentiles were obtained by interpolation only between two1305

grain sizes located on either side of the desired percentile.1306

It should be noted that the estimation of percentiles in Grid-by-Number (GbN) form (solid left black1307

curve) compare to Area-by-Number (AbN) form (solid red left curve) ( Figure S4 B1) can be subject to1308

errors if the criterion proposed by Diplas and Fripp (1992) is not met, because the relative weight of the1309

particles in the distribution is proportional to their surface area. As in the example in Figure S4 B1 and C,1310

a single large particle impacts the end of the GbN GSD (left solid black curve) and thus the estimation of1311

the largest percentiles (here probably from the D75 but strongly visible from the D84 onwards). Figure S41312

B2 illustrates the shape of the cumulative GSD for the same sample in AbN (right dashed red curve) and1313

GbN (right dashed black curve) but with this time a high truncation at 40 mm allowing to respect the1314

criterion of Diplas and Fripp (1992) by excluding the largest particles too few to be correctly characterized.1315

The value of 40 mm corresponds to the value of the theoretical maximum sampleable diameter for this1316

400 mm long square. A detailed evaluation of the effect of expressing the GSD from the photos as GbN1317

form and the importance of respecting a minimum sampled area based on the largest clast is presented1318

in 4.2.1 of the main text.1319

S.3.2.2.2 Discrete measurements or binned b-axis sizes None1320

S.3.2.3 Performance and compatibility assessment None1321

S.4 Results and discussion1322

S.4.1 Performances1323

S.4.1.1 Grain’s detection - Comparison to manual grain distribution or Gold standard None1324

S.4.1.1.1 Condition 1 – Painted and Sunlight protected None1325

S.4.1.1.2 Condition 2 – Not Painted but Sunlight protected None1326

S.4.1.1.3 Condition 3 – Not Painted and Not Sunlight protected None1327

S.4.1.2 Photographic method performance - Comparison to real bed distribution or Paint-1328

and-pick1329
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Figure S5: Performance assessment of image processing procedures compared to pain-and-pick bed surface sampling. (A) Distribution of the
150 relative residuals of percentiles estimation (15 percentiles * 10 samples) under the three photo conditions for the manual, supervised
and automated PhotoMOB procedure as well as for Basegrain free stand-alone tool from Detert and Weitbrecht (2013) and Sedimetrics Digital
GravelometerTM from Graham (2005a, 2005b). Manual digitalisation was performed only on painted photos (C1). The residuals are coloured
according to the 4 main patch characteristics (coarse, fine, heterogeneous, partially wet). Samples taken as example in Figure 4 (main text) are
represented here by symbols with black outlines. (B) Relative bias of percentiles estimation for each procedure. Bias is calculated over residuals
of the 10 samples. (C) Average relative performance (accuracy and precision) for the estimation of each percentile (coloured dots), as well as
the overall performance (black square) of the 5 procedures. The vertical shaded areas mark the 10% error limits.
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S.4.1.2.1 Manual delineation None1330

S.4.1.2.2 Automated delineation None1331

S.4.1.3 Limitations and further developments1332

S.4.1.3.1 Limitations None1333

S.4.1.3.2 Methodological improvements for image acquisition and processing Figure S61334

shows photos example without (C2) and with the clay solution (C1 clay) on a sample with a large number1335

of particles that can cause over-segmentation (coarse mineral, veined...). The automated digitization ob-1336

tained by PhotoMOB on the photo painted with our solution (C1 clay) shows almost no over-segmentation1337

compare to C2 (Figure S6 - B, top and bottom images in PhotoMOB column). The graph on the bot-1338

tom (Figure S6 - C) shows the positive impact of adding the clay solution. In case of C2 (solid red1339

curve), despite the number of grains detected (1327) being very close to the manual procedure (1388),1340

there is an under-estimation of the entire GSD due to an over-segmentation of the grains as can be1341

seen in Figure S6 - B. The C1 Clay painted automated delimitation (red dashed curve) is closer to the1342

manual delineation (black curve) except for the coarse grain sizes where D95 is over-estimated due to1343

the under-segmentation (union) of some grains. However, the error in estimating the D50 was reduced1344

from -12.2% to -3%. Therefore, the use of a clay solution allows a homogenization of the photographed1345

scene. There is a reduction of the complexity of the image, the only details (dark pixel) correspond to1346

the edge of the grain (almost no detail intra grain left). Moreover, the clay reduces the reflectance of the1347

surface by its colour and matte texture which absorbs the light instead of re-emitting it and this even1348

better than the spray paint. The use of this solution and the performance of our procedure in C1 are very1349

encouraging. Good quality delineations will require little time and effort for correction by the operator1350

to proceed to the next stage of mobility characterisation. We also tested the new software developed1351

by Mair et al. (Preprint EarthArXiv 2023). This new procedure makes it possible to obtain very correct1352

delineation in condition C2 and also in C3 (C3 not shown in this image for lack of space). We also tested1353

it on fluorescent spray-painted images (condition C1). Unfortunately, the algorithm was not trained on1354

painted sediment (C1). However, these results are very encouraging, and in the near future it may be1355

possible to train their procedure with our manually digitised data on photos painted or partially painted.1356

This will greatly reduce the boundary correction effort.1357
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Figure S6: Illustration of solution for a better grain segmentation (A) Application of the clay/water solution to the study area. (B) Example of
grain segmentations in the study area for both conditions C2 (top) and C1 with clay paint (bottom). Left, original images and, middle and right,
PhotoMOB and ImageGrains ( Mair et al. (Preprint EarthArXiv 2023)) segmentation results. (C) Percentiles from manual digitalization (black
curve) compared to automated procedures in C2 condition (solid curves) and in C1 Clay painted condition (dashed curve). (D) Performance for
D50 estimation and grain number estimation. Finally, in (A2), note the L-shape of the metal frame elements fixed together at their ends by a
screw system (A1). This allows the frame to be folded on itself to not be cumbersome and to have a strict square shape that is always identical
between each photo thanks to the stop in the corners formed by the L shape. The repetitive task of scaling the photos one after the other is
facilitated by an area of interest of constant shape and surface, without any variation.
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S.4.2 Compatibility with existing GbN data1358

S.4.2.1 GbN performances None1359

S.4.2.2 Compatibility between continuous and discrete square holes measurements For sam-1360

ple S2 (dominated by coarse and discoid (flat) particles) and S9 (fine and spherical particles), each par-1361

ticle, before being measured in the Pebble-Box, was passed through a template with several sieve-sized1362

square-holes D with 0.5 psi -increment (psi = log2(b)) to replicate a sieving machine. The median shape1363

of the samples is visible in Figure S3 B. The D/b, of both samples, per grain size classes is presented1364

in Figure S7, below. Particles smaller and coarser than 16 mm (pebble limits) have different flattening1365

index, resulting in markedly different D/b ratios.1366

Figure S7: Dispersion of D/b ratio per grain size classes for the 2 sample (S2 and S9) with b-axis
measured with the template and Pebble-Box. Black dashed vertical lines indicate median D/b ratio per
particle < and > to 16 mm.

Finally, Figure S8 shows the impact of compliance with the Diplas criterion and the axis measurement1367

method for the manual and supervised PhotoMOB procedures. This figure illustrates the important points1368

to consider when using the data from the photographic method, summarized in 4.2.3 of the main text,1369

by following the arrows of the boxes in the legend. On the first (part A) column are the RMSE for1370

percentiles estimates for the manual (top) and supervised PhotoMOB procedure (bottom) for C1 condition.1371

The condition for the one PhotoMOB was developed. It shows the deviation from the real control set1372

measured with continuous data (Pebble-Box). Solid line represent the GSD of all the grain >=8mm in1373

AbN (red) and GbN (black) while the dashed line represent the errors with truncated GSD at 40 mm to1374

meet the Diplas criteria. The gain of performance is visible. Dashed line (red (2) and black (6)) are1375

below 10% RMSE. AbN error are reduced by one third while GbN by half. The top and bottom plot are1376

quite similar reflecting the good performance of PhotoMOB to reproduce the gold standard behaviour.1377

The second column (B) is the deviation from the real control set but measured with discrete data (square1378

holes’ template). This only concerns the two samples S2 and S9. Again, solid red and black line represent1379

the GSD from all the apparent grain on the image with the manual (top) and supervised procedure1380

(bottom). In GbN we can observe large error for estimates of high percentiles. With the truncation at1381

40mm (dashed black lines), the error stayed below 20%. Problem of under-segmentation take lot of1382

importance in GbN specially when they are small in term of number and area sampled not adequate.1383

Then the red solid (1) and red dashed (2), high truncation, are overlapped showing no strong impact1384

of sampling a too small area in AbN. In green (7) is represented the AbN GSD truncated to meet the1385

Diplas criteria and converted to sieve data (via Church equation and by average flatness ratio). The1386

green dashed line is localized close to the red solid and dashed lined.1387
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Figure S8: RMSE for the estimation of the 15 percentiles analysed in relation to the grain actually
present in the bed. Top for manual procedure, bottom for supervised PhotoMOB procedure. (A) Data
from photos (manuel or supervised) are compared with paint-and-pick grains measured with the Pebble-
Box. (B) Data from photos are compared with paint-and-pick grains measured by the template. The
numbers in brackets in the legend refer to the mean RMSE presented in Figure 7 of the main text. Solid
curve represent the percentile from GSD with only low truncation at 8mm for AbN (red (1)) and GbN
(black (5)) while dashed line represent GSD with low and high truncation (8mm to 40mm) to meet the
Diplas criterion (2 and 6). Finally, the truncated and converted distribution according to average flatness
of Cinca and Ésera river (7) and (8). The shaded areas mark the 10% error limits.

Under estimation of percentile from photos because of fabric effect is of the same amount than the1388

measure bias of the sieving method. This make directly comparable AbN size from the photo with size1389

from template.1390

In blue (8) is represented the GbN GSD truncated to meet the Diplas criteria and converted to sieve data1391

(via Church equation and my average flatness ratio). The blue dashed line in localised below or close1392

to 10%. This indicate that in GbN, converting the b-axis size reduce by half the deviation between size1393

measurement from the photo and size measured with discrete square holes method (template, sieve).1394

Common Wolman data and photo data will have a deviation of 10% in average if the sampled area criteria1395

are respected and data converted.1396
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S.4.2.3 Intended purpose None.1397

S.4.3 Final discussion1398

None1399

S.5 Conclusion1400

None1401
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